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ABSTRACT

A test of soccer attentiondl style (TSAS) was designed, birsed upon.

slx attentiona'l constructs utilised by Nideffer in the Test of Attentional

and'Interpersonal Style (TAIS). Both tests were administered, together

with a personal assessment questionnaire (PAQ) for self-report measures

of ability, success, and experience in soccer. The data from the TSAS

and the TAIS were collectdd to compare and contrast the attentional style

of high and low'ability, successful and less successful, and experienced

arid less experienced soccer athletes. The subiects involved in the study

were 104 varsity and junior varsity soccer athletes from ei.gh

educational institutions in New York State during the spring of'1979. To

galn measures of test-retest reliability, 23 subiects were readministered

the testing instruments following a 3-5 week interval. The range of life

situations in the TAIS had been used in a semi-trait approach to assess

the attentional sty'le of individuals and hence predict their behaviour in

a variety of specific environments. The TSAS contained soccer specific

situations followirig Nideffer's suggestion that test situations'be as

specific as possiblb if behaviour is to be examined in a particular

settihg.-*It._was hypothesised in this study that the TSAS would

differentiate th'e ability, success, and experience levels of soccer

athletes, while the TAIS would not. The attentional items of'the TAIS

and the 78 statements of the TSAS represented one of six types of attention.

These were a broad external focus (BET), a broad internal focus (BIT)' a

narrow effective focus (NAR)' an overloaded external focus (0ET)' an

overloaded internal focus (OIT), and-an underinclusive focus (RED).



Subjects responded to each of the situations according to the frequency of

occurrence on a S-point continuum from "never" to "always.,, The test-
retest reliability coefficients for the TAIS scales ranged from .73 to .36,

while the TSAS scales ranged from .92 to.Bl. The pAQ test-retest

corifficient for ability wai .72 and.86 for the success scores.

Coefficient alpha reliability for.the TAIS scales ranged from .70 to .27,

while the TSAS scales ranged from .83 to .6t. Subjects'were ranked

accordlng io their ability, success, and experience scores on the pAQ-.

Approximately the top and bottom third were classified as high and low

ability, successful and less successiul, and experienced and less

experienced respectively. Multivariate analyses of variance revealed

significant (8,< .01) differences between high and low ability groups

and between suc'cessful and'less successful groups with both the TAIS and

the'TSAS. No significant diffbrence (g > .05) whs ,reported between the

experienced and less experienced groups on the TAIS and the TSAS. It was

reported from discriminant function analyses that the BET scal'e:for both

the TAIS and the TSAS was a major contributor to the ability and success

groups differences. Analyses of variance revealed that each of'the iix
TSAS scalEs differentiated high and low ability and successful and less

successful groups (p. .05), while only the BET and BIT scales of the

TAIS were able to differentiate ability and success groups. It has.

concluded that both the TAIS and the TSAS attentional scales were capable

of differentiating both high and low ability and s[ccessful and:less

successful soccer athletes, as determined from the pAQ.
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chapter l

INTRODUCT10N

The ability to gearch for, Select, and maintain a foCus On the most

relevant cues fOr the task in hand appears tO be of vital importance in

tthe performance of almost any physical, activity or sport.  Cratty (1973),

GallWey (1974), Herrigel (1964), Ni deffer (1971, 1978)and Wiren and C00p

(1978)have all Categorised the superior sports performers as thOSe with

an appropriate type of attention in the environment in whiCh they demonstrate

their skllls.  Fultherで , if the individual ch00Ses or inadvertently fOCuses

On irrelevant cues fOr the task at hand, then it wOuld Seem likely that

performance WOuld deterioratec

The importance of attentiOn both,as a field of research and in

behavioural diagnoses、 has bёen confirmed by the range and V01ume of

attentional literature, particularly in the paSt 3 decaddso  However,

a simplistic research methOdo10gy, has failed tO illustrate any easily

comprehensible empiricdl.relatiOnship between attentional abllity and

behavioure  Attentional abilities, 1lke OtheF psychological Variables,

have been regarded as traitS, Such that performance on a labOratory test

designed to measure a type of attention can be used tO infer attentlonal

performance and behavlour ln other sltuations as Sport.

As psychology moves away frOm the increasingly unpopular trait

paradigm and itS asSesSment prOCedures, Sport psychologistS have also

followed and adopted new approaches in,an attempt to identify and explain

behafiour in terms of the psych010giChl Variables that are inherent.in

（
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sports situations. Improved predictive validity and a greater understanding

of the relationship between psychological variables and performance are

notable claims to favour t.his new methodo'logy (Rushall, l97S).

Many psychological variables have been examined in sport, though

little research has been directed towards attentionhl processes and

capabilities with the use of contemporary procedures. Indeed, Nideffer 
3

(lgZ6U) has been alone in the assessment of attention in specific situations,.

while others continue to define attention as a personality trait with

insufficient concern for the other situational variables, such as anxiety

and arousal, that may affect behaviour. The need for instruments with

operationally deflned constructs (and yet founded on sound theoretical or

conceptual bases) related to behaviour in particular settings would appear i
to be of nnjor concern. t,lith this in mind, psychological variables other

than attention have been operationally defined in the sports situation.

Such instruments as the S-R inventory of anxiousness have been designed

using situations found.specifica'lly in football or other sports (Burton,

1977; Czarnecki , 1977; Horsfa'l1, 1975)

_ 
Nideffer (1976b) recognises the need'for assessment deViceS to be as

situation specific as possible if a psychological variable and behaviotir

are to be examined in a particular setting. However he has deve'loped an

instnfment, the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS), which

largely overlooks such a requirement. He states that "although this is

irirportant, we must also be able to genertli2e lest we end up measuring

literally thousands of-behavioural competencies that individuals must

have to function effectively in complex job o, tffe situations",(Nideffert

1976b, p.394). Fifdy-two of the items on the TAIS reflect attenti-onal

/′
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compbtencies in"a variety of life situations. We may therefore expEct

that this'test will be a valuable instrument in determining the general

a-ttentiona't abi I ities or style of an individual- in the si:tuati ons

presented or ttiose.clbse'ty relatedr However, Nideffer (1976b) claims that

the test holds predictive va'lidity fcir behaviour in specific situations

or actlvities such as student's interview behaviour and athletic (swinming)

F-
performance under pressure. U raises the question of how specific

situations must be tb gain an adequate assessment of behaviour in certain
--.)

environments.{ Are generalisable attentional competencies in a variety of
J

ccinmon Iife situations also reflected in any specific clusters of situations'

such as the sports environment?

The developm'ent of the operational'ly defined attentional constructs

employed by the TAIS rests upon theoretical or conceptual bases'

established with research using traditional assessment techniques. lr{hile

such techniques'have contributed 'litt'le towards the prediction and

, understanding of attdntional behaviour in extralaboratory situa.tions' a

.recognition of the various attentional dimensions exhibited in human

behaviour haS beeh of considerable benefit.

Nldeffer (1976b) has recognised the importance of two dimensions

of attention. The width dimension refers to a continuum a'long which

attentional iocus may vary from broad to narrow, while the directional

dimension considers an internal (feelings and thoughts) and external

(environmental) focus. The two are seen as independent though coexisting'

thus an individual's attentional focus may be described along both

dimensions as either broad external, broad internal' narrow external, or

narrow lnternal in any particular situatibn. Traditional research
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teihniques have attempted to.relate these dimensions independentl! to.
performance without considering the individual's ability to control arid

shift a'[tentional focus. This would seem important when the att6ntional

demands withid one activity may change rapidly as new sitirations

c6ntlnuously arise. Nideffer proposes that the four types of attention

.detined by width and directional dimensions may involve either an -effective

or ineffective attentional focus. For e-ximple, a broad externail fobus

may be effeitive in'one situation but"ineffective in another.

l'lhile- physica'l changes in the envirbnm'ent demand appropriate contro:l

of attention, an individual's perception may add meaning to a situation.

The relationship between anxiety and attention has been wel'l documented

(Kahneman, 1973; Landers, 1978). It would seem thaL the ability to
malntaln or deve'lop a broad attentional focus in an anxiety-inducing

situition ls reduced. Similarly there is a tendenc! to become internaily

focused. Anxiety is therefore to be recognised as an important variable

wheh considering the assesshent of a.ttentional behaviour. Because

attentional competencies are directly affected by an individual's level

of anxlety in any given situation, an assessment device should be designed

to consider this. Anxiety-inducing life situations of various potential

leve]s haVe been incorporated in the TAIS attentional items to determine

the af,ility of ari individual to contro'l attentional focus in those

situations. For exampl€r d person may have an e'ffective externui'fo.r,

in one situation but may perceive another similar situation as aniiety

inducing. This may result in loss of cdntrol and a narrowing of

attentional focus causing errors of unde.rinclusion-in that situation.

The first half of the TAIS is comprised of life situations relating
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to one of three effective or ineffective attentional scales.. The

"effective scales involve a broad.external focus, a broad internal focus,
and a narrow focus, while the ineffective scales inblude an overloaded

external focirs, an overloaded interna'l focus, and an underinclusive focus.

The TAIS is a self-report assessment device, requiring subjects to
indicate the extent to which they manifest the behaviour described in
each situation, along a 5-point Likert scale ranging from,,never,,to

"al ways . "

Scores on each of the six attentiona'l scales have been used by

Nideffer (lgZOa) to form'a composite picture of the relative strengths

and weaknesses of a person's attentional functioning. By defining the

principal attentional requir€ments of various activities and occupations

he claims to be able to predict how successful a person with a particular

style of attentional focus wi'll be. This of course assumes that the

attentional style.derived from the general life-situatioris of the TAIS

will also be present in those activities-and occupations for which the

prediction is to be made, thus follbwihg a semi-trait approach.,

Nideffer ('1976b) recommends that asseSsment of attentiona'l behaviour

should'be froilr situations as specific as possible to th'e environment in
which a prediction or analysis of perfbrmance is to be made. The nature

of thiS thesis, therefore, is in part to construct an assessment tool

that examines the attentionai style of soccer players, while employing

situations specific to competitive soccer.

'Many attempts have been made to assess ability in sport, intluding

various skill tests, subjective observation, and self-report. techniques.

The large number of subjects from diffuse Iocations required for.this

J



stu'dy.made skilt tests'and observation techniques impractical and a

self-reilort instrument was considered appropriate to gain measures of

ability and also success in soccer. While levels of success and ability
may wel] be a function of the involvement in a sport, a measure,of

'experience may possibly point to this as an important mediator.

Coulson and Ccibb (1979) have constructed a generalised expectancy

of sport success scale to gain self-report measures of how successful

athletes expect to be in sport generally. This study requires the

construction of a similar test, to gain self-report measures of how

successful an athlete has been in soccer and also a personal assessment

of the individual's ability in soccer. A measure of experience may be

galned from a straightforward. question relating to the number of years

the athlete has been participating in soccer.

The capacities of the Test of Attentional and. Interpersonal Style

and a test of soccer attentional"style to relate the attentiona'l style
-of soccer athletes to measures of ability, success, and experience in

soccer, from a personal assessment questionnaire, will be iompared and

contrasted in this thesis.

Scope of Prob'lem

A test of soccer attentibna'l style (TSAS) was constructed with

reference to part of NidefferrS Test bf"'Attentional and Interpersonal

Style (TAIS). Both tests were administered to 104 intercollegiate

varsity and junior vhrsity soccer athletes at eight bducational

institutions in New York State during the spring semester of 1979. A

personal assessment questionnaire (PAa) was designed and also administered

to gain self-report meairires of abi lity, success, and experience:' in



competitive soccer.

The first 74 statements of the TAIS, relating to attentional style

in a range of life situations, were employed, while the TSAS consisted

of 78 randomly ordered statements re'lating specifitally to situations

encountered"in cohpetitive soccer. An initial pool of ll0-situations

describing an individual's functioning in soccer was reduced with the

assistance of several soccer coaches and players. This was donb oh the

basis of which situations seemed most tangible to the soccer athlete

either through direct or vicarious experience and yet covering a range

of'situations over the whole spectrum^of the game (other than goalkeeping)

while avoiding unnecessary overlap of situations.

While between 6 and 15 of the TAIS'situations represented one of

Nideffer's six attentional -scales, the TSAS consisted of l3 items'related

to the broad'external focus, '13 to the overloaded external focus,12 to

the broad internal focus, 14 to the overloaded internal focus, lI to the

namow effective focus, -and l5 to the underinclusive focus'

Subjects rated items for the frequency of their occurrence'0n a

S-point contihuum ranging from "never" to "always" using markread

computer cards to record their answers. The PAQ employed a semantic

differential technique with a 5-point scale. Subjects were required to

respond to the statement "in soccer I have been," on six bipolar

adjective scales describing success, and to "my soccer ability is," on

nine bipolar adjective scales. Space was also provided on this form to

record the numb.er of years of involvement in Competitive Soccer.

The data gathered from all three tests were computed to examine the

effects of level of ability, success, and experience in soccer, on"the
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TAIS and TSAS scores on each of the six-scales of attention. Twenty-three

of the Ithaca "College subjects were administered all thre'e tests"on a

s6cond occasion 3-5 weeks.later to gain a measure of reliability.
Statement of Problem

The present study,involved the development of a test of socber

.attentional style (TSAS) which refated to situations specifically

enbbuntered in competitive soccer. The situatibns attempted to encompass.

the attentional variables and dimensions found in the Test of Attentional

- and Interpersonal Sty1e (TAIS) relating to general life situations. A

personal assessment questionnaire (PAQ) was also devised in an attempt to

gain self-report measures of perceived ability, success, and expbrience

ln soccer. The data from the TSAS, the TAIS, and the pAQ were comp'uted

in an attempt to answer the-following questions:

l. To what extent is the attentional style of soccer athletes, as

mda.sured by the TSAS, a function.of ability, succriss, and experience in
-the spoit of soccer?

ジヤ
ン

- 2. Is the attentional

TAIS, a function of-ability,

soccer?

style of soccer athletes, u, ,.urured by the

success, and experience in the sport of

Hypotheses

l. There will be a significant difference between thl scoies on

the TSAS attentional scales of soccer ath'letes *fro r.gJrd themselves to

be of high ability and those of low ability.
2. There will be no significant difference betweeri-the scores on

the'TAIS attentional scale"s of soccer ath'letes who regard themselves to

be of high ability and those of low ability.

/
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3. There will be a significant differbnce between the scores on
L

the TSAS attentional scales of soccer athletes who regard themselves as

successful and those who do not. 
1

4. There will be no signif,icant differencb between therscores on
I

the TAIS attenti.onal scales´ .らギ soccer athletes who regard themselves as

successful and thOse who do not。

fOr the athletes.

Definition of Tei^ms

Il. Attention: the menta'l process of sblectively or,broad'ly

focusing on internal (thoughts and feelings) or external (environmen'tal)

stimull。

5. There will be a significant difference behveen the scores on

the'TSAS attentional scales of soccer atfrleJes.who have considerable
I

experience and those who have participated for only a few years

6. There will be no significant aiffeJence between the scores on
l

the TAIS attentional scales of soccer athletes who have considerable

experience and those who have,participated ior only a'few years.
I

Assirmptions of Sdudy
,.r 

I

l. The athletes were ablelto relate tol the situations as pr'esented,
l

either through direct or vicarious experience.

2. The subjects were able to rela-te to the modes of response as

presentdd.

3. Each situation held tittle or no ambiguity and surplus.meaning

2。   Attentiona1 5亡 yle:  the composite altenぜ lonal strengths and

weaknesses of an individual along ihe attentional dimensions of width

and direction.

― ―   ヽ  ― ――一 ―― ‐
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3. Effective attention: .when the individual's focus fits the

attentional demands in a,particular situation.
I

4. Ineffective attention: when the. iiAfviaual's attentional focus

is inappropriate in a particular situation.

5. Width diriension of attention: this refers to how much information \\

10

and how broad a perceptual field an individual controls.'l
6. Directlona't dimension of attention,t this refers to whether the

-l

focus of attention is directed internally oq.externally.,
I

7.'- Broad-exte,rnal focus of attention: 
]an 

effective type of attention

ih which the individual's focus is on a range of environmental cues.
t'8. 0verloaded external focus of atte.ntion: an ineffective type of
l

attentlon in which th'e individual's.focus is] on a range of environmental
i'

CUeS. l

9.,- Broad internal fOcus of attention: an effective
\

in which the individual's focus is on a range of cognitive
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lO.. Overloaded internal focus of-atten[ion:

attentibn' in whictr the ihdividua'l 's focus ir] o, u

proprioceptive stimul i .

pioprioceptive stimu.l i . ./
I1 .,1 Nar!^ow'focus of attention:' an

which the individual's focus is directed

.external cues.

I 2.,r Underi ncl usi ve focus of attenti on:(:'

attention in which the individual's focus is

internal on external cues.

type 9f attention

anu

an ineffective, type of ,-r.i*'"-

range of cognitive and

attention in

interhal or

|

::lil::Viel:::il:

an ineffective tyfe of \

directed towai^ds selective

13. Soccer athlete: a member of the mdl e varsity or junior -varsity

―
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It' 1l
I

I

soccer team at the New York State colleges land universities that
I

participated in the present study. 
I

:14. Successful soccer alhlete: an inliriduar who reports that

whiIst playlng competitive soccer he nas ueLn "on winning teams,,,

"recognisedr" "successful ," "rewardedr" ,ihappyr,' and ',confident,' to some

degree.
|
I L

15. Unsuccessful soccer athlete: an iridividual who reports that
l

whilst playing competitive soccei he has bebn "on rosing teams,,'

"unnoticed r " "unsuccessful , " "frustrated, ,, f,sadr,, and ,,uncertain,, to

some degree. t

I

16. High ability soccer athlete: an individi,ral who reports that
l

as a soccer player his ability is "above'avdrage,', ',good,,' ',praised by

coach r " "superiorr " "broadr " "praised by .ottiers r " "encouragingr,, "strong, "

and "better than.most" to some degree

17. Low abilitv soccer athlete: an iJairidual who reports that

as a soccer _player his ability is "below avJrage," "badr',.,,ridiculed by

coachr" "i,nferlorr" "limitedr" "ridiculed by othersr',,,frustrati'ngr,,

"weakr" and "worse than most" to some aagraJ.
l18. Experience: the total number of years that"the athlete has

been involved in competitive soccer, in.f raif,,g high school, summer

leagues, and college level.

Delimitations of gtudy

l. The study involved only college males with varsity or junior

varsity soccer experience.

2.  Attentional styleS Were aSSessed with the use of Nideffer;s
|

Test of Attentional and lnterpersonal style.(in part)and the



investigator's test of soccer attentiona'l s[yle.
I

Limitations of Study

1. Self-observation and observation of behaviour

collectlon were not used. The:results of tL. p..s.nt ,

'th-erefore, be compareb to results obtain.a Jring such-l
2. Tlie results can only be generaliseJ to soccer

l

considered similar to the subjects used in this study.

* 3. Attention was only assessed along dn. dir.nsions of width and
,l

direction of focus by the TAIS and the TSAS.I

０
こ

techniques of data

study carinot,

techniques.

ath'letes who are



REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter presents a review of literiture in the area bf

attentional proceSSes, particularly in termsl of the dimensions of Width

i:lallli:il:nili:llleil: :illil;。

°fTi:till:ll:lci:Ilei:vi:istlil「

cOncept of attentional styles, its origins, and relationshiplito

performance uenerally.  The second section eiamines the evidence

concerning the interaction between attentiOnland anxiety.  The third

section of this chapter reviews the attemptξ ltO relate attentional

abilities to sport performance, with particular reference to the game
l

of soccer. The final part of this chapter srlnnarises the preceding

sections.

Attentional Stylё

Lヮ __       
「

_

Chapter 2

to attention and many associalご d terms, incld

r ~ 13

I

The abl'lity to locate and focus on the cues and information most

I

relevant for the task in hand would appear to be fundamenta'l in'the
I

performance of almost any physical activitv 
?. 

sport. It is hardly

surprising then that a myriad of literature iras been devoted to the

study of attentional processes and human beh"lviour (Ber1yne, .1969;

I

Murray, 1g74). Nideffer (1976b) recognisedithe important role that
-l

attentionhl processes play in determihing hori indiv.iduals respond to
I

their environments. In addition he noted-thdt effective deployment of
I

attention has been found to be a critical valiable in a variety of

performance and decision ftiaking situat'ions. HoweVef the range and

I

volume,of literature and research has brought confusion,and ambi'guity

lding attentional style.

1__

|・

~‐ ~
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A primary distinction must be made between physical attentional

processes and psychologicat or cognitive attentional functions.

Physical processes of attention wodld invo'lJe such concepts as visual

acuity (the span of foveal and peripheral vilsion) and an aspect of
-lscanning concerned with changes in focus and searching for additional

data (Wachtel, 1967). Psychological .attentllon however is concerned with

cognitive control processes and it is here that attentional style will
have relevance in this study 

I

The term cognitive style is described u[. U.oud recognition of a

I

characteristic self-consistent way of functibning shown by the person

"in'the cognitive sphere (Wilkih, 1962). Many cognitive styles have

been identified, often overlapping of which attentional style is a

I

recent addition-, many of its dimensions beinb drawn from contemporary
-l

cognitive control principles. Gardner, Jacklon, and Messick ('1960)
l

suggested that cognitive control principles are ego structures'which

are essential attributes of personality o.gulisation and'control
n

certain aspects of adaptive behaviour. They are thought to guide the

expression of drive in reSponse to particulir.classes of adaptive

requirements'arid are therefore explaihed by the.adapdive problems the

individual eicodntered. These principles of cognitive organisation
I

have been used to account for individual consistencies in response to

a wide variety of test situations. (Gardner, Holzman, Klein, Linton, &

Spence, 1959). They further stressed that.cdgnitive.cohtrols are

enduring patterns, strategies,, or programmes of cognitive behavi,our.
IIn the psychoanalytic ego psychological framdwork in which they were
l

conceived controls were viewed as enduring co'gnitive Structures.

一」
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Silverman (1964) stated, "these organisatio/ral tendencies vary"from

person to person and reflect typical stratelies of coordinating private
l

l      
｀

perC,p1lon and cOnceptual expё riences with those of the real world::

(p。  354)。   An individual:s cognitive style i s reflected by one's

organisational tendencies.

It would seem that cognitive controls would therefore suggest a
I

l-

ilil:ni°

nii:;illtilttilldlil iin:l:||:5i:fliletialil ill::Slil,|:litions

that pose slmi'lar adaptive requirements andrsimilar situational

characteristics. As an example they ,rgg.rJ.a that a control principle

like scanning rr-lpresented the way a person may typically cope with

circumstances whi-ch allow him the option of [.ptoying attention to any
I

preferred degree. In other words, scanning lnuy only occur in situations
I

that promote such attentional behaviour and [herefore a contro'l principle

ls influenced by the environment to some aegiee unlike typical trait
constructs. 'l

Attentional behaviour as an attentional style has its foundations

within numerous cognitive control principles and Gardner et al. (1959)

li'sted some of them. For example the control principle, scanning

(whlch replaced Schlesinger's (1954) princip'le of focusing), implies a

distinctive patterning of attention. Gardner and-Long (1962) noted that

extensive scanriing reflects deployment of attention over widespredd
I

segments of a stimulus field, while selectivi scanning concerns

attention to individual segments of a stimulJs fiela. The.contr:ol
l.

principle of fie'ld articulation (which repreiented a composite of a

constricted-fiexible control (Kl'ein, 1954) and fietd dependence-

t  ′
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i ndep-endence pri nci pl es

Wapner, 1954) acbrirding

(Witkin, Lewis, Hertzman, Machover, Meissner, &

to Si・lverman (1964)lends a pattern of attention

have

Petri e 's

ddployment"in which attention is directea toiaras the m.ost relevant'* 
i

segments of an informational field. Finallyl tf'. feveling-sharpening

control 'principle raises the problem of attention availability and

Gardner et al. (1959) suggested that level.rl hur. a rather limited

'capacity for concentration.

Further cognitive controls which the literature suggests

re:levance to attentional behaviour" include srlch dimensions as
\

Eysenck's introversion-extroversion concept (Eysenck, 1959; Voth, 1962)
I

and locus of contfol (Rotter, 1966). Petrieis and Ei'senck's constructs
I

have been described as related (Ryan, 1976).1 Augmenters and introverts

are able to concentrate on .their perceived arhount of stimu'lation,
1 ,"i

whlle reducers ahd extraverts are unable to ioncentrate for extended {'

periods, finding a need to gain extra simulation from the environment.
\

Rottef (1966) .suggested that internals are m?re likely than externals

to ,perCeive events as being contingent on thdir own behaviour and

augmenting-reducing concept (Petrie, Collinsl & Soloman, 1960),

therefore direct their attention inward.

l'lhile individual control principles were tested against cErtain
I

behavioural groups and across various situations with litt1e success,

it was suggested that members of*clusters of such control principles,
l

forming certain cognitive styles, should be rirore homogeneous in their

reactions to certain exti^alaboratory situations than subjects grouped

on the basis of single. control principles (Gardner et al., 1959)." An

individual's style of adaptation, or one's mode of coming to terms with
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I

the world, may therefore be conceived of as lpatterning or arrangement

of that persbn's function along several dimdnsions of cognitive control.'l
Il,le have as yet been concerned with the 
iconstruct 

of cognitive

style and the various cognitive control pririciples available, particularly

those relating to attentional processes. gJror. advancing to the term
l

attentional style, _some ambiguity exists in lthe literature which

requires clarlfication. The concept of perceptual style.has frequently

been used synonymously with cognitive style and less so only recently

with attentional style., Indeed the literature has used such cognitive

control principles as Witkin's field depende'ncy to represent control

dimensibns for cognitive style and perceptual style (Schimek & Wachtel,

1969; l.lil'liams, '1975). It would seem from the literature that

cognitive styles may draw upon dimensions from any area in the broad

fleld of cognitive processes, while perceptual styles draw only"from

those dimensions and control principles concerned more specifically

with perceptual processes. In reference to and use of attentional

dimensions, the term perceptual style has largely replaced the broader

cognitive style, and is still frequent'ly useh despite the emergence

of a more appropriate and definit-e term, attbntional style.

The formulation and inference of the telm attentional style has
I

been made by several researchers, consolidating different gnoups of the

above control prihciples, thus suggesting .olriderable variation in the

operationa'l definition of the construct.

Silverman (1964) discussed the attentional style of schizophrenics

terms of the scanning'and field articulation control processes.
I

ｅ

ｎ

　

　

・ｎ
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Ｔ
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・

ａscanning control relates to the extensiveness with which stimu'li
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|                 、

sampled when attending tO a sensOr

articulatiln coFt,ol depicts atten

stimulus fields and stimuluξ  inhib

Of these fields。          ・

Wachtel:(1967)considered an l          l                  '
OttentiOnal style in telms Of

breadth Of fOcus.  He chose to equate the wi‖
th dimens10n‐ wi th

illliSIllilliull:5:inplll::|::: tileolillil iifi:iei:i:lildi:lii tp

and use them simultaneously to wea、

balanced picture Of their inner anc

The latter refers tO a physical exploratory icanning proceも
s accOrciing

to Wachtel and was therefOre nOt cOnsidered in impOrtant cognitive

control.  wachtel alsO suOgested that a de:cliption of an individual:s
|

style of attention as either brOad

. さtween different dimens10ns Of bre(

The lmportance of direction of atte!

t́agreemept with Gardner et,al. (19591

FOCuSing is ,:not Only upOn external stimull 」ut upOn internal prOceSses

as well"(wachtel, 1967, pp。  418‐ 119)。

Denney (1974)defined a child:s attentiぶ nal style as the ability
|-to deploy attention serectively thereby avoiding distraction from

intruslve and irrelevant stimulus information. This was derived from
the earlier constricted-frexibility contror alr.nrron,- arong which a

more flexible person would be less distracteal uy i"r.levant stimuli.
AllhOugh the results suggested a relatiOnshipl between flexibiliJ and

“ ^..」 ■_^ ^L■ ・I■ ‐                  _                | |reading ability, One can questiOn the generaliSability of a persOnis
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score aldng"this sing'le dimension and the ccirrresponding attentional

style to other situations.

While Denney (lSZ+1, Si'lverman (1S0+1, and Wachtel (1967) used

comblnations of various control princip'les to formulate breadth

dimensions of attentional sty]e, others reccignised the directiona'l

dimdnsion, internal-external, as a source oi ,nr.r- and intra-individual
I

differences in attentional style, though thd broader term perceptual
-l

style is used. 
I

Pelletier (.l974) recognised several p.J..ptrul styles and then
I

noted their attentional characteristics. Hd suggested that ego-close

and field dependent individuals tend to invlst attention in the immediate

external environmeni and are particularly rtceptive to external stimuli,

while ego-distant and fiEld independent indilvtauals*tend to. be
I

detached frbm the external environment hnd a're more aware of internal
I

stlmuli than external stimuli. A treatment of transcendental

medi.tation was found to move ego-close and field dependents towards

egg-distant and field independent styles. I,t was, therefore, inferred

that transcendental meditation had the effec[ of altering the "attentional
I

stylri" oi individuals'from an external to an internal'predominant focus.

Heilbrun (t92t,1972) related a socio-pbrceptual style in individuals

to an inferred "attentional sty1e." The lat[er was discussed in terms

of breadth of scanning behaviour. His eariier study, using schizophrenic

subjects, found a relationship between perceptual style (open dnd closed-

style) and breadth of external scanning behaviour.- ln 1972, with a

similar sample, a relationship was also found with internal scanning

behaviour. From these results Hei'lbrun (197?) inflmed "attentional

19
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StyleS:: for eacり  Cif his perceptual sty`

、
i::iicil:||lilll::liil:1:|llill:||:linlllldlil:liS:x::iiaililiel:|]lexten .  Tり erefOre the open―

ily:igllliel° |littil: :|。 ::dis:;|:°‖」|!lell:leSi:|::::ullds:;llersilles       
・

the breadth Of his attenti6n tO external cuels, should delonstrate          ′
|

broader internal scanning.
|

Nideffer (1976b)was the first tO rdcOghise attentional style

ln terms Of bOth a breadth Of fOcus dimenslo‖
 and・ a diFection Of fOcus       ・

dギ品enslon, coexisting and yet independente  iarris (1979)suggests that

the twO dimenslons are only new labels fOr slch c° gnitive control

ll:!ll:leil:;::,ei:::il ::fil:luli:i lillilililsils::iitil:Wil:|。
wn

attentiOnal dimenslons from the contemp(

dimensiOns used to fOrm1late cOgnitive c

suggests that such COntrol principles ar

attentiohal dimension, usually encompassing ttany elements Other than

attentiOnal which all add ambiguity to t

nOted that thes9 measures Often c01lapse

characteristics into twO, thrcie and occas10nally fOur categorieS (Nideffer,  P

1979b).

Nideffer:ξ  (19ブ6b)call for unambig,

from the literature discussed here and e

blil:lilisiilildili:in:ilel:ilinillilil° l:sliallie:hlyeil::dlil:igilelhe

|

讐
― ――
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test (Witkin, 1962h Pelletier ('1974) recogr{ised that field dependents

are more externally focused than field inde/enAents. Silverman (1964)
|           

ヽ

diScussed field articulatlon (derived from field dependency)in terlns

of a selective attentional dimenslon.  Bloolberg (1965)relatei field

::::llililltilili:illil::|:yt:° b:IStractionl  While o Wide range of.                                     characteristic of the field dependence

dimension, Witkin (1962)noted that the・ samd essential kinds of
|

:|:il::;:ldili:ililieiollalllil:ielellip:li:li:|:||:||:: :::::|:id f°

r

・

 i::|:l:il i::ilielellrilil:i::Is::::il:ulld ll:i;:|!i:bili:yiS :::|::ins

(1971)contended that because such

elements it was difficult to make

beriaviOur from themo  ln addition, Nideffer (1976b)acknowledged how
|

/'  critical it is for personality and attention1l factOrs to be separated

・  and measured independently and recognized thlt a ::requirement for a

tes‐tis predictive utility is that the variableS it presumes tO 誦easu re

be、diFeCtly and unambiguously translated to particular interpersonal or

|environmental situations::(p。  395).

Nideffer (1976b)raiSed a s16ond major criticism of contemporary
|

attentional assessment devices, namely the problem of situation

specificity and the trait cOncepto  The litelature contains considerable

research emp10ying a trait approach which has made simllar assumptions.

It has been noted by inference that since deployment of attentidn is the

critical factor in determining performance on perceptual tasks,ぃ such as

t10Se used to indicate field dependence, any observed differences in

|

L
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such a performance can be attributed to an a'lteration in the
Iindividual's style of attehtional deployment' or inter-individua'l
t

differences. McClel,land (1973) strohgly queltioned the validity of such
I

inferences across a variety of life situatiohs, while Mische'l ('1968)

also claimed that trait concepts have failed to provide'much predictive

validity. It wou'ld appear that an alternatil. .rr.o.ch would be a

situationa'l analysis that can.help to 1o.ut.l generalisable competencies,
I

accordihg to McClelland. Nideffer (1976b) srlggested that we should be

able to look at a situation and assess tt. sl..ngth of its demand for a

particular attentional process or abi'lity. Jluttu.. (1966) referred to'

this as'assessing the behavioural competency of the individuril in

particular situatlons. It would therefore appear that the attentionat\
competency of the individua'l in a variety of,situations could be 

I
\

evaluated by designingj an-assessment device with questions phrased to i
I

reflect actual behaviour in particu]ar s'ettings. Nideffer (1917a) t'

clairirs'that his Test of Attentional and Inte/pdrsondl Style does this.

In the first part of this test a wide varietj of life situations have

been s61ectdd to ref I ect genera'l i sab'le attenJi onal competenci es , whi I e
Ithi Second part is comprised of situations rdflecting interpersonal

the two dimensions, breadth of focus and dirJ.tfon cif focus. Nideffer
l(1976b) suggests that at any single time, atdention can be described on
I

the basis of both its width and direction and stated thaf, "conceptually,

it is relatively simple to apply the attentio[.f dimensions of width

behaviour and is of little concern here.

Generalisable attentional competencies are discussed in terms of

I

and direction to specific environmental situaitions" (p. 396).

t'
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However, as situations change, he suggests

as controlling width and dir.lafon, should

of specific env.ironmental demands.

attentional competencies, such

change adaptively as a function

I

Attention and Perfcirmance
;

The large vo]ume of literature concerned with attentional constructs
I

designed to explain phenomena ranging from schizophrenia (Shakow, 1962)

to sport performance would seem to support th. urr..tion that "it is

hard to imagine a variable more centra'l to ferformance than the ability
to direct and control one's attention" (Nideffer, I976b, p. 395). It
is also from research in this fie'ld that the conceptualisation of

attentional dimensions has largely emerged. The development of'the

constructs breadth and direction of attentioh has been discussed

although the relationship to performance requires further elabbration.

The division of attentional studies into those involving normal

and subnorma'l populations is an important onb. we may perhaps expect

subnorma'l human groups, by their very definition, to exhibit extreme

chhracteristics along any physica'l or psychological dimension. DePalma

and Nideffer (1977) noted that attentional deficits have been proposed

fo'r psychiatric aroups, primarily schizophreirics, on the basis of both

experimental and clinical data. The recognition of such deficits may

be lmportant if we are to op-brationally define the extreme behavioural
l

characteristics along each attentional dimeniion.-l
Much of the schizophhenic research concdrn'ed with attentional

behaviour hhs considered the breadth dimensidn. Broen ('1966), Gardner
I

et al。  (1959), and Silverman (1964)all notel that schizophrenics tend

to be extreme on measures of the'contro'ls of[scanning and field.

――」
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I

articulation in ways consistent with the flda of schizophrenia they

exhibit. Further, paranoid schizophrenic, J.no to show extensive

scanning and high field articulation, whereas simple schizophrdnics
i

evidence extreme'ly mlnlma'l scanning and .n ,'naifferentiated styl'e of

attention consistent with minifnal field artitulhtion. Howdver, confusion

exists here as Broen (1966) and Wachtel tfgol) both pointed out. Extensive

scannin'g would suggest an overinclusive focu! of attention while high

field articulation suggests an undesirably narrow range of stimulus

intake. wachte'l provides an explanation. He suggested that, by

broad'ly scanning, paranoid schizophrenics are able to gather sufficient
evidence for their ideas. Then by namow'ly selecting what they find
consistent with their delusional ideas, ,...lning out and ignoring all

I

other aspects of potential percepts, they ,rl th.i, extreme fie'ld

articulation to ensure that the evidence indled fits. In other words,

two separate attentional inabilities ur. ...Jnnised, namely an

- 
extrem"e'ly broad focus, referred to as an overinclusive concept by

Broeh (lgoo) and a'tso an extreme'ly narroh, todus, referred to.as a

withdrawn concept by Cromwell (]968). Hon.rJr Cromwell saw these two
i

processes in operation noi within the same pdrson, as Wachte'l had

suggested, but on a continuum from the oveririclusive patient, "a good

premorbid paranoid acute schizophrenic," to Jh. ,'poor premorbid non'
I

paranoid acute schizophrenic'l (croniwell, .l96d, p. 367). The latter, he'

notbd, fiaY be observed to either focus on onti a simple externa'lrobject,

or no object at all, for long periods of time. They may also fi,lt'er
\

(or block out) their bwn thought process by which to construe what little
stimulus input they rbceive (cromfrell, '1968). Intereitingly there was

‐―一
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no mention of an independent directiona'l dinlension by Cromwell. The

lformer types accept extensive external stiinJlus input and also exercise
I

thelr thought processes extensivery, while the ,,withdrawn,, types have a

"high base line redundancy level,, (Cromwetf,l t96g, p.361) or narrow

focus of attention for both external and int]..nal stimulation.

0nce again much of the attentional reselrch on subnormal groups

carries severe limitations in that measurement of broad cognitive or
perceptual dimensions has taken place ana 'in[erences have then been

made regarding the specific attentional charhcteristics of such groups.

However, despite the limlted predictive vali!ity, such research has

been useful in the development of theoretical attentional constructs

avallable fOr assessing attentional cOmpetenties and inabilities in

broader range of situations.

Nideffer (1976b) has used the ineffectile attentional constructs

a、

of overinclusion and withdrawal to define behavioural tendencies at
each end of his breadth dimension, whire recbgnising that an

I

overinclusion of either external or interna'llstimuti or both may occur
I

within an individual. From these constructslnideffer has suggested six
different aspects of attentional behaviour, three involving effective

use. of attention and three concerned with inAtfective control of

attentional processes. The former are 'laUefla as an effective broad
I

externa'l focus (BET), and effective broad internal focus (BIT), and an

effective narrow internal and external focusl(*o*). The ineffective
processes are labeled as an overloaded exterJra'l focus (0ET), an

overlo'aded internal focus (0IT), and u, ,na.Jinclusive internal and

exteina'l focus (RED).

―
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While criticism、 of the description of ildiViduals using limiting

measurements of attentional constructs has been noted ear:lier, these

six attentional categories have not been used in such a manner. A pool

of unambiguous items'was developed reflecting behavioural experiences

considered important for predicting performance and making specific

treatment recommendations. Observations of attentional behaviour of

normals and subnormals have enabled such a pciol of items to reprEsent

behav'lour and performance in a wide range of ,'life situations. Nideffer

(I976b) c'laims that the-use of a wide range df sttuations across the 52

att'entioha'l items leads to considerable predictive validity of performance
l

'in almost any life situation. However he also recognised the heed for

assessment devices to be as situation specift]. u, possible if attentional
t

processes and behaviour are to be examined inia particular setting.

A person's total-score for each of the slix attentional categories
Iin the TAIS can be compared to the average score of a largE group of

individuals from a similar population. Nideffer (1976a) noted however,

"of much more importance than the elevation of a particular scale is

th'e prbfi'le configuration, the elevation'of one scale relative to the

scores you make on other scales" (p. ll8). Hi atstinguished between an
I

lneffective and effective attentiona'l profile' amongst other types.

Poor attenders score nigher on the scales inalcating ineffective,
I

functioning (0ET, OIT, RED) than they do on stales indicating effective

functioning (BET, BIT, NAR), while the converte will be true for

optimal performers as far as attentional ,ro.lrr., are concerned. An

interpretation of the former type suggests fhat these people cannot
I-

narrow`their attention in ordё r to aψ old becohing overloaded, distracted,

| ‐ ――――――」
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and cohfused when presented with a large nrlru.. of stimuli. when the

situation requires it, they will be unable [o shift attention from an

internal focus to an external one, or ri.. l.rra (NideffeF, :1976a).

The attentional demands of individual ltr. o. job situations can

also be combined to establish the optimum altentional profi'le or style
(across the six categories) for a c'luster ol situations or, for example,

I

a particular job or activity (Nideffer, 197)il. A person,s attentibnal
I

profile may then be compared to the optimum performance attentiona't

requirements as a predictive device. If that attentional state

matclies envlronmental demands, the person functions with maximuin

effectiveness. 0n the other hand, if attention is inappropriate,

mistakes will occur and performance wil'l ,rlf... The more dominant one
I

type of attention is, the more mistakes a person is likely to make
I

(niaetrer, 1971a)." Thus, in terms of prediCting an individua'l ,s

general level of effectiveness, Nideffer ('1977a) sees two factors

as lmportant, viz., the person,s f'lexibilitl and control over width and
.t

dlrection of attention, and also the demand ifor ftexibility in a

particul ar envi ronment.

Supportive evidence for such a predictijve instrument comes from

testing police applicants (Nideffer & Wiens,j tSZS, 1916), students

(Nldeffer, 1976b), and various types of ath'letes (Nideffer , 1g74, '1976a).

The second maior use of such an assessment dlvice is in the recognition

of attention deficits in particular situations. Attempts can then be

made to correct such problems, for both tne ttinical patient and the

athl ete (Ni deffer, 1978)。         ´

L
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ⅢFrom the evidence presented ear'lier it seem that subnormal
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I

groups' such as schizophrenics, would tend to frequently exhibit

extreme attentional behaviour, probably. ...o[nisable as very ineffective

sty'les, while normal populations would be found with effective profiles.
"Payne (1966), for example, suggested that 50% of schizophrenics have

overinclusive prriblems. Presumably the no*ll individual and the most
I

problematic subnormal, in terms of attent'ionil characteristics, would

occupy positions'towards each end of the effbctive-ineffective continuum.
I

Though this mXy be a tendency such predictiohs are limitdd by the ability
to dccurately assess the attentiona'l demands of any situation or activity
for the individua'l (Nideff€F, .l976b). 

Such an ability requires a clear

understanding of all the interacting cognitive processes involved.and

the effect of perceived changes and occur..nl., in the environment on

attention.

Broen (1966) sugges.ted that a major environmental influence,on

attentiona'l processes would seem to be an inJr.ur. in perceptua'l 'load,

|

resulting in a reduced attentional organisatl° n and control, in

accordance with Broadbent's filter model (l9qB). Nideffer.(1979a) also

recognises that the athlete's leve'l of anxiety, and arousa'l , together
l

wlth the complexity of the task, the extent do which athletes must be

able to shift to'and maintain an external foCus, and the base leve] of

the re'levant attentional abilities may all have'an effect on pen,formance.

An understanding of a person's "normal" level of anxiety and aroufal and

how it alters in different situations, thus affecting attentional

processes, would therefore seem important.

The following section wi'll be concerned with the relationship
l

betrveen attentional abilities, arousal and anxiety levels, and performance.

|_
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Attention and Anxiety
I

considerable research has been directed towards attentional

capabilities and the effects of stress.na ul*iety on such processes.

The actua'l relationship is fairly wel t estault ished though a greater
I

congruence in the use of terms such as arousal, drive, stress,'and anxiety

across physiological and psychological literiture would often appear

29

necessary.

Easterbrook (1959) defined drive as a dimension of emotional

arousal or general covert excitement and the innate respons'e to a state

of biological deprivation or noxious stimulation. Drive has since been

used in tliis context by Agnew and Agnew (1963) and zaffy and Bruning

(1goo) among others, though Berlyne (19691 nft.a that the term arousal

has largely taken its place. In response to] noxious stimulation or

stress, as perceived by the individua'l in an]environment, Nideffer (1976b)

noted that both arousal (physiological changes) and anxiety
I

(psychological-emotional components) may Ue Alicited. The need to
I

differentiate between the two seems important to avoid confusion

rggardinS the effect's of stress on a person, and also because stress,

arousal, and anxiety do nbt always go together. Nideffer (1976b)
I

pointed out that a person may experience onlJ changes in heart rate and
I

respiration or may worry without physiological changes occurring.

Aniiety may result from both stressful conditions in the environment

and. also from an awareness of arousal

The use of the terms arousal and anxiety has so far been restricted

to a relationship with perceived stress in tde environment. However,
I

both are also commonly recognised to exist at varying base levels across

|

|
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individua'ls irre3pective of the situation. State anxiety and arousal

refers to'the tendency of a perlon to becomelanxious or aroused in a

particular stressful situation, whjle trait Anxiety or arousal refers
I

to the tendency of an individual to maintain la c6rtain level of concern
I

(anxiety) or tension (arousa'l) across sitqqtions of varying intensity
(t'tioetter, 1g74). The importance of such u dirtin.dion becomes rapparent."

when the effects of a pai'ticular situation on an individual are,examined.,

What then are the effects of anxiety and arousal on attentional

abilities? Kahneman (1973) reviewed the litCrature and repbrted several
1

effects. High arousal is associated with nalrowing of attention,
I

increased labillty (scannlng) of attention wilth a corresponding increase

in distractabi'l"ilty, and difficulty in controtit ing attention by fine
l

discriminations. Failure to adopt a task set and failure to evaluate

bne's performance, resulting in an insuffi.'i.lnt adjustment of investmdnt

of capacity to the demands of the task, are rtcognised as the attentional
I

malfunctlons of an extremely low arousal. Lahders (1978) noted that the

amount of research reporting a perceptual narlrowing accompanying arousal

is iinpiessive. Eastrirbrook'(1959) formulatedl some hypotheses regarding

the narrowing of cue utilisation following arbusal, which have since

been su'bstantiated by Agnew and'Agnew (1963), xorcnin (1964),, wachtel

(1968), and wine (]971) among many others. glcon (tgz+) noted that
l

research has found that arousal wi l'l tend to hur.o* the range of cues-l
processed by systematically reducing responsiteness to those aspects of

the situation thai initially attract a lesser degree of attentional

focus. l^lhile pertpheral cues are increasingljr ignored with greater

arOustil, Easterbrook (1959)suggested that celtral cues are augmё nted  ″
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until even they are reduced with more extreme aroi'sal. However Bacon

(1974) disagreed with the idea of augmentat'lon. wachtel (lsoz1

distinguished between the width of focus.nl an. ability to.scan thb

field of stimulation. Evidence from "cailaw{v and stone (1960) and

{orchin (lgO+) plus clinical observation acJording to Kahneman (1973)

suggested that while the width of focus is /educed, extremely high
I

arousal may lead to an increase in scanning [and a consequent

disorganization of behaviour. The problem df contrrlling attention by

flne dlscrlrhination was discussed by Kahnemdn in terms of a capacity

model. He noted that the allocation of capJcity becomes both more
I

uneiven and less prec.ise when arousal was hig'h and although subjects

tendedito becoine more selective in terms or 1ff,. number of relevant cues,

the effectiveness of their selections was li'fety to deteriorate, if ihe

selection required a fine disirimination. lnr, ,s in agreement with

the Yerkes-Dodson law which Easterbrook (1959) accommodated in his

hypotheses. A complex task or stimulus fi.lla, ..qriring fine

discriminatlon, should have a 'low level of arousal while a simple task
--' i. "

iequires a relatively high level for optimal performance.

Whi'le the effects of arousal on attentl[nat processes have been
I

experimentally supported by physiological meAsurement, the literature

has frequently allowed anxiety to be tooselV] interchanged with arousal

(Martin, l96l). The "no'rmal" physiological lunctton of blood pressure,

muscle tension, heart rate, and adrenalin le'lrels have all been used to
I

indicate'trait arousal (and anxiety) while changes in these autonomous
I

levels in particular situations have been relorded to indicate sthte

arousal (0xendine, 1970). Duffy (1976) for dxample suggested that

|
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physlologic1l measurement of arousal affordsb when other factors are.

CinStant, a dir,ct measure of the lotiVatinglor emotional value of the

Siluatiln t° the ingividual while ox91dine (1970)also recOgnised that    .

there waS a high degree of overlap in both physical and physiollgical

_ reactlonsP  However schachter (1964)noted the importance Of a coghitivё ヽ

`_elelnent in the interpretation of a situationlas stress indLcingⅢ tand  ~      ヽ

thё refore a control of activating (or arOusal)pOtential.  Instead,
|

physlological measurements have been made inla linited nり mber of situatilons

and inferё nces riave then been made“ concernin6‐ the perceived psyclo10gical
l                         ・

i:::ilei:itihialldl::lull: il::ilili:l:imifWil:ulliSI:|:|:Ciltweさ n     

・   ~

|

different measurement techniques (Duffy, 1957)・   Weltrnan and Egstrom.(1166)
ぞ

ι   l
exempllfied some of these problems by attempling tO measure theiwidthヽ of _

|            .

attentiOn Of divers in a situation that woul早
 appear to be stressful, .

partidulhrly to noviceso  While arousal levels cOuld not be measuFed by

the usual physiological procedures, unpredictable results suggeitご d that   _

i:iliali:i: :1:|::|:l.::llelilCiip:lc:il::° li:li:l CPncざ

pti suci as  _     .

|                        ・

To Overcome such problems more di

recordl the level of anxiety and psych(

processes.  Wine (1971)made an attenl

This analysis was concerned with how the subjects controlled their

'99nitiVe activity (what they were thitaking little interest in autonomic.ar

|

…dogree of arousal l, irrelevant unless the sЧ bjects are attendiだ o to

their indicants of arousal.  This, he added, lis unllkely unless arpusai iζ

|

|・

|
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extremely high and physiological reactivity may be distracting. wine

(197I) reviewed reseaich which revealed that high test anxious subjects

turn'thelr attentlon lnward towards a selr.lvatuatlve and decision making

rumlnation particularly in stressful condit{ons, ulhile low anxious

persons focus more fully on the task cues. lf-teUert una llo.ri, ,116r,

.$.iyided test anxiety into a worry componentJ a.r.riued-as cognitive concern
I

over performancer dhd an emotionality component concerned withiautonomic

arousal. lrJine (1971) suggested that'the worry component seemed closely
I

related to an attentional interpretation of test anxiety and that the
I

adverse effects of. test anxiety are due to attentioh being divided.

between se'lf and task. In conclusion !,line'made several'oan., ihteresting.
I

points supported by research. He suggested lttrat a complex task requiring
lfull attention will show the greatest perfoiprance differen'ces between

the- self-focusing high anxious subjects and task-focusing.low anxious.

Secondly, in agreement with studies reporting the effects of arousal on

wldth of attentional focus, Wine reported rdsearch that suggests anxiety
Iwill tend to reduce the range of task cues ultttised in performance.',

Final.Iy, while relating particularly to the ]test situation, ,'worry,,, 
an

I

attentlonally demanding cognitive activity, luur ...ognised as more
I

debilitating to task performance than autonomic arousal. Clearly then

anxiety and attentional control along both the width and directional

dimension would appear to be closely related, following an attentional

interpretation of test anxiety by Wine. 
i-l

:

Discussion of the relationship between anxi'ety and attention has
I

been limited t6 tne effects of stress prior !o and during performance.

HOrOWitZ (1975)seems to bL One Of the few chncerned with cognitive

|
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'bcharilour after a stress inducing situatf onL He reported that while
iclinical research.had found patients becomel involved in intrusive and

repetltlve thoughts follor{lng cons'iderable stress, normals were found

to ha've similar cognitive processes to a lesser.degree after mild

expenimental stress. Those filho reported higher Ievels of stress in
I

thls sase"also had highdr levels of intrusirie thoughts. From the very

lmplication of intrusive thoughts Horowitz'J wort< would seem to support

the nbtion that the direction of attentrional focus may be contrulled by.
I

ah anxiety inducing situation, according to lthe aegree of perceived

stress encountered.

Much of the evidence for the'interpretaltions presented has come
I

from pencil and paper self-report tests designed to measure anxii6ty

proneness in a speciflc kind of stressful situation. An example of such

a test is the Test Anxiety Questionnaire designed by Mandler anb. Sarason

(I952) which related specifically to the sub5ect's reactions to'ltesting

sltuations. It was expected that these test! would be more predictive
I

of behaviour'in these situations than a more general trait anxiety scale
I

such as the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (fiVtor, 1953). Similar tests

have siitce been developed tb measure state alxiety Ievels in differEnt

situations and these are Iisted by Spielbergir (1972'). He is also
l

responsible for the development of a widbly used instrument caliea the

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory from which meadures of A-Trait and A-State

may be. gained. A-Ti'ait measures reflect a pers'on's proneness to anxiety

in social situations, whereas the A-state scale of the inventory was

deslgned to measure emotional reactions that].rn.tst of fee'lings of
-t

tenslon and'apprehension and heightened activity of the aritonomdus

34
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nervous system.  Spielberger also suggested that A― Trait measures

reflecting a particular class of stress situatlon are more prediご tive of

behav10ur than are general A― Trait measures.

The relationship between anxiety levels and'attentional processes

would seem to be well supported by research and fairly clearly understood.

Therefore if we can accurately assess the behavioural pattern of    l

individuals across stressful situatlons of varying significance we may

also gain a reasonable measure of attentional behavlour andicapabilities.

Subjective measure3 of aわ xiety in particular situations would appear to

adequately predict the dlmensions of and ability to cOntrol attentional

focus in simllar situations.  This may be especially true since it has

been pointed out earlier that physi01ogical and psych010gical reactions

to stressful cOnditions often overlape

ln the firSt section, the_importance of understanding thご attentional

requirement of idifferent situations was recognisedo  Nideffer (1976b)

noted that thO more complex and rapidly changing a situation, the broader

the attentional focus must beo  However arousal and anxiety levels may

affect the ability to maintain such a focuso  A high trait anxlous person

may find it difficult to develop a wide focus, as would the person who

finds that particular situation highly anxiety inducingo  Nideffer

(1976a)noted the importance of altering anxiety and arousal tb develop

an attentional focus appropriate for the attentional demands of the

situationo  He suggeSted that the person with a lowヽ level of natural

arousal may require an increase in arodsal tO be able to narrow

attention for alsimple tast requiring such i focus.  conversely a person

with a higher lё vel of trait anxiety may need to reduce arousal to

35
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adequately peFfonn a task requiring a tiroad fOcus Of attentioh.・

The implications of understanding such a reliitlonship weい e, disdugsed

lン Nideffer (1974).  When matchirig up attentiOnal styles iith the

attentiOnal demands of a situatiOn, consideration of the personts trait

anxiety and how anxiety inducing that situation is for the individual

should also be`taken into accounto  Then pOrhaps, in terms of sport,

0:our ablllty for putting the right player in the・
right position or

situatlons at the right time improves,:: and.:'we will (and l believe are)

able t0 0ffer specific suggestions and exercises to help athletes gain

control over attentlonal processesl:(Nidetfer9 1974, p. 167).  Indeed

hypnosis, relaxation procedures, and lileditation have all been used to

control anxiety and thus the ability tO COntrol the direction and width

of attentional キocus。                      .

Nideffer has indicated the potential uses of matching attentiOnal

behavlour and the attenticinal demands in sport, if the relationship

between anxlety, arousal, attention, and performance is to be fully

understood.  However, such a relationship has only recently been

examined.  The following sectlon will be concerned with literature

relating attentional abllities to sport involvement and performance.

Attention and Sport Performance

ln the firζ t slction the axlom of attentiOnal processes playing

a やunddhental rble in deterhining how individiuals respond to situations
I

in general was biscussed.  In this section the intention is to discuss

the llterature concerned with attentional processes in relation to
′低
                    l the athletic environmento  Thesport participatiOn, performance, anc

importance of anxiety hOs alsO been dis,u'led rather broadly and lhis

¬i
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important mediator of attentional processes will also gain further
recognition for.its role in the sports situation.

Many of the attempts to measure attentional variables have been

noted and include field dependency tests and introversion-extroversion

tests in particular. Reaction time has also been commonly regarded as

accurate measure of attentional selectivity (Rotella & Bunker, I97g).

However such measurement'techniques assume attentional abilities to be

dlsposltions, which allow generalisations to be made across many

situatlons. Thus it has been inferred that a difference between

subjects on a test to measurb an attentional variable also reflects a

dlfference in extralaboratory situations. Much of the research

concerned with the relationship between attention and sport

participation ahd performance has its roots in such an assumption.

Various studies "have attempted to differentiate"between athletes

and nonathletes'ion the strength of their inferred attentional abi'lities.

Barrell and Trippe (1975), using a rod-and-frame apparatus to measure

field dependency, found athletes, with the exception of tennis players,

were not significantly different from a nonathlete control group.

However, 0lsen (1956) found significant differences in redction time and

a measure of visual span between athletes and nonathletes. More recently't
Rotella and Bunker (1978) have repoited significant differences between

senior tennis players (over the age of 70 years) and a nonathlete group

of simllar age,. using measures of field dependency and reaction time.

In each case where significant differences were found, the athletes were

seen'to have more'rapid reaction times, greater field independence, and

a broader visual span'than the nonathletes. A difference has also been

´
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neported on the introversion-extroversion scale. Kane (1972) noted that

female athletei demonstrated higher extroversion scales than female

nonathletes. .While there is evidence for and against differences

between athletes hnd nonathletes along these cognitive dimensions, the

methodology usetl is_somewhat limiting to allow comparisons to be made

in terms of attentional abilities.

Reseai^ch concerned with differences between athletes participating
I
!

in various sports has followed similar methodological procedures.

Although the sづ ort has usually beer nOted, differences between sport

type such as ::team:: or :lindividual:: have been of particular interest.

Kane (1972)p05tulated that field dependency may be an advantage ip the

pelformance of・ ::team:; sports in which the perfonnbr is required to

::                      Whi｀
le Barrell and Trippe (1975)relate the sklll to the environment.

fOund nO evidence to support this hypothesis, Pargman (1974)

reported that if the field dependence scores for the football group

were removed frbm the composite l:teaml: score there would be no significant

difference betwbё n the ::individual:: and :iteam:i scoreso  ln conclusion

he suggested that while field dependence played a role in sport inVolvement,

further research would.be required in order to characterise a sport

typology based upon that particular dimension of perceptual style。   On

the basis Of thё  desired amount of stimulation, Dickinson (1977)amongSt
,

σthers suggested that extroverts would tend to be found in more intensely

`‐

,timulating envirOnments such as ::team:: sports whereas introverts

would favour ilindividual:: sports.  Once again this hypothesis has been

supported (MOrgご n & C6still, 1972)and refuted (Mal umphy, 1968)。   Using

a sport typol,ogこ  Classification with considerable overlap to that juSt

 ́ ‐                          ンし‐―
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discussed, Ryan and Foster (.1967) found that those involved in cohtact

sports tended to.possess a perceptual pattern of the reducer while

noncontact spdrtsmen were augmenters.

Following Pargman's (1974) suggestions it would seem that to
characterlse a sport typology based on any one dimension of perceptual

style may not be feasible for the sake of predictive validity. Indeed

each dimension is so broad that any correlation between a sport type

and a measure of augmenting-reducing for example is of little consequence

ln terms of an inferred relationship between attentional abilities and

a particular sports activity.

The sports psychology literature has frequently been concerned with

differences between the "average" athlete and the "superior,, performer.

Attempts have Ueen made to explain ability differences using innumerable

psychological variables including attentional abitity. Many of these

studies have used perceptual style dimensions and their evaluative

procedures, from which attentional factors may be inferred, thus follbwing

a similar methodology used to differentiate athletes and nonathletes and

sport typology.

The use of field dependency measures has been popular in this area.

Barrell and Trippe (1975) found significant differences between skilled

and highly skilied tennis players though not for the sports of soccer,

cricket, and track and field. The more skillful player attained greater
I

fleld dependentllscores. However Petrakis (1979)r using varsity tennis

pIayers,,'found ho significant differences between the high and low ranked,

and similar res'ults were also reported by t^li'lliams (1975) for the sport

of fencing. An.earlier attempt by 0lsen (1956) to atfferentiate ability

ノ
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.l.evels on the basis of reaction time and width of visual span also

provlded inconclusiie evidence. He combined the superior athletes and

the intermedlate athletes from the sports of soccer, baseball, hockey,

ind basketball and found a significant difference between the two

composite groups on a rehction time measurement, but not on the test for

span of apprehension.

l'lhlle the lmportance of attentional abitities in sport performance

is widely recoghised, such inconclusive results may perhaps sugg6st that

measures of attention are not really being gained from the tests used

in the researchriust presented. Alternatively the.attentional abilities i

required to be an athlete and to participate in a particular sport, or

to.be a superior athlete, are not so generalisable that they may be measured

by any single perceptual test. However, even a study by Torres (tgOO)

relating children's ball catching abi"lity to the attentional demands of

a flgure-ground perceptual test found no significant relationship.

Sheedy (1971) suggested that the time for a basketball free throw to be

taken reflectedlrthe ability to concentrate or'channel attention in a

glven directionrj The fact that no relationship was found between

concentration tjme and'success in the free throw pointed to the presence

of other mediating variables. It'was suggested that other factors such

as arousal aritl inxiety caused by the game scone, the time remaining, the

number of spectators,.and shots already missed in the game'may have had

substantial effe.cts on thls situation. Nideffer (1976c) suggested that

concentration time can be used as an important indicant of arousal in

situations such tps waiting to bowl, perform a dive, take a fr-ee throw,

or.sbrve in tennis. He also reported data which suggested that a diver's

′` ノ  ■
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poorest performance took place following longer concentration times, due

to over a,ousal and muscle tenslone

A detalled situational analysis to determine which attentiOnal

processes and abilities are required and how these are affected by other

variables would seem meaningfulo  Crattン  (1973), Gallwey (1974),

Herrigel (1964), Nideffer (1971, 1978), and Wiren and Coop (19'8)have    ‐

all described sports situations in which an appropriate fOcus of

attentlon and cbncentration would appear to be fundamenta19 from both

observatlon and interview.  Cratty (1973)subgeSted that i:divergent

thinking:: was necessary in wo卜 king out all possibilities for viable

game strategies and ::convergent thinking::(p。  284)would help in deciding

upon the best alternative among many while actually participating.  The

abllity to analyse team interactions or opponentlζ  sikills attd weaknesses

was alsb notedo  While such attentional demands may be required in many

sports, Gallwey,(1974)rbferred specifically to tennis, Herrigel (1964)

to archery, Nideffer to diving (1971)and Skeet shooting (1978), and

Wiren and Coop (1978)to g01f.

ビarlier reference to sport typology differentiated l:team:: and

:]individuall: sportso  Although attentional demands ih each of these

sport types may differ, such categorisation may still be too broad。

The attentionalidemands for tennis, for example, would not be wholly

complementary to those for golf and yet each are commonly referred to

as :lindividual::i sports.  singer (1975)suggeSted that ::team:: sports largely

involve externally― paced, perceptual, and open skllls, while ::indi vi dual::

sports were more related to self‐ paced, habi tual, and closed skills。

Externally‐ paced skills, such a rallying in tennis, demand the

‖
~
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perceptiOn of an unstable environhent, while self_paced tasks,{ζ uch as

hitting a golf ball, require less concern fOr pelceptual adjustmenぜ

and mOre about the appropriete・ Sequence of responses (an‐ inward focus):、L     =  =.

,   Both.Singer (1975)and iDitkinsOn (1977)disLussed the distinction

between habitual `and perceptual skillso  A habitual sklll lwould be

Filerformed in a relatively stable environment with the per'ormerts                   
、

attentiOn dilected to the act itself, following considerable practicb

"hich largely automated the rebponsee  A perceptual sklll would require
a high responsiVeness tO an oftbh｀ urpredicta1ly changing environmeht。

   号  l . 1、 ・1

1l terms Of spO「 t: habitual sklll's are characterised by tra9k and iield  
千̂̀′  _・ 1｀
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events such as shot put and high Jump, diVing and gymnastics, whereas       '1 ・rt;:′ 〕

t,lniS' baskell:11, and fencing are notel fOr being perceptually oriented. 
・̀

  ち
The Open‐ closed skill categorisation may be usё d to diffe"entiate              ｀

between those closed tasks such as archery that are repetitive,

興o,ptonous, andfdeinand little if any width in perceptibility, and open

,     tab卜S requirintliawareness of much of.the environment as it eianges       C  `｀  も(1'す ぐ

・     ｀
      :´ キ

｀

(Sllger, T973). , Nideffer (1974)ackno"ledged that open skills.requi,re

the individbal ぜo be bOth aware of and able to respond.to a complex and´        ぞ
 モ 、

repidly Changing environmente  Landers (1978)suggested that :ithis           ′tc   ヽ̀

W9μ ld be charac」eristic of the qЧ arterback and linebacker responsibilities

in_football, a three.On two fast break in lbasketball and soccer, and a

double play in baseball::(p. 82).

The classitiCation of sports by their different sklll requirements

“    has led to a serlous cOnsideration of the attentibnal demands・ of               ´

individual situditiOnS and positions.  While attempts have been made tO

COrrelate ::tQam::・ Or :lindividual:: sports wiф  a particular type of

| ]
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attentional demand, it can now be seen that a sport may require several

types of attentional ability as situatibns change. Indeed the ability
'to change att'entional focus as new situations arise has been noted.

Nideffer (1974) stated that ,,to.perform 6ffectively, the athlete must be

capable of responding to those demands" (p. 163) of a changing environment.

Changing from one type of attention to another is referred to by Nideffer

as a "flip-flop" mechanism. It is hardly surprising that much of the 
,,
iliterature atteinpting to define th"e attentional demands of a sport has ;

been concerned ivith those involving mainly closed skills (Gallwey, l9l4;
Herrlgel, 1964; Nideffen, 1971, 1978; Wiren & Coop, l97g). However

[tl*t*!1976t1 also-attempted to define the attentiona] demands for a

wlde range of sports and activities, from the football linebacker to

swinming distance events, though no mention is made of soccer. Folj6winE

the attentionalirdimensio.r .f ;dah uno airectton h. ,rgg.ried which

type of focus wtiuld be required for each activity or position within a

sport, and alsoi,across sports generally. For example, to analyse an

olponent'a broad focus would be appropriate, whereas to maintain

motivation- a narrow internal focus was recornmended .

_   It would seem, therefore, that by asking athletes how they behave

9■ What they are focLiSing on in a given situation, we can record how

W,1l they are capable of responding to the attentiOnai demands Of this
t一^～  "                                              ・                      _

oいld Similar situationso  HOwever, Nideffer (1976a)recommended that the

mere asslssment of an attentional style and the attentiOnal demands of

a situatlon is not enough to predict how an individual will perform.

Consideration mltt alsO be made for anxiety and arousal as they are

natural cOmpOnents of most athletic competitions and have a direct effect
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on attentiOnalllp卜 ocessel.  The effects of anxiety`and arousal on        /

attentional proceζ sls were noted in secti6n two.  While this

r1laぜionship miy Seem fairly ,rediCtable, the myth Of incrdasiing arousal

to lmprove athletic performance, held by many cOaches and athletes, has

・      largely heiped,itO shadow the effects On attentional processes。

0xendine (lSZO1 shared the'commonly accepted view tliat a high 1.r.il
' of arousal is essential for optimal performance iri gyross motor activities

involvlng strenlth, endurancer ard speed. 0n the negative sid6, a high

Ievel of arousa;l, interferes with performahce involving complex skills,
flhe muscle movbments, coordination,.steadiness and general concentration.

Landers (1978),,'therefore, suggested that sports demanding narroweF

attentional focus, such as gross motrir activities, can tolerate higher.ai'

levels of arousal since fewer task cues are susceptible to elimination

through attentlonal narrowing. A sports situation in which a broad

attentional focus must be maintained requires minimal or reduced arousal.

direct'ed internally (thoughts and feelings) when an externai focus is

requlred, perfoitnance will' be imphired. A further suggestion was made
tt

(Nideffer, 1976i) that a superibr sports'performer probably not only

has more extremd* measures on attentional dimenSions but is alro ,Ut. ao

main-tain these ektremes while under pressure or is dble to control

aniiety and arou'Shl. Ievels as the situation deminds3."/

. Previous atpempts to relate laboratory tests to sport behaviour

aM performance have been largely inconclusive. Sport psychologists have

called"for new techniques that reflect behaviour in the sports situation.
' Nldeffer (1976b)iiaevetoped the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal

―
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Sty]e (TAIS) in an attempt to gain behavioural measures of attentional

dimenslons through self-report techniques. He has clalmed that the

range of llfe situations wlthin the TAIS are adequate to be able to

predlct attentional performance in other situations including that of

swinming (Nideffer, 1974) and other athletic endeavours. At the same time

he has recognised the need for assessment devices to be as situation specific

as possible if httentional processes and behaviour are to be examined in

a partlcular setting (Nideffer, 1976b). Rushall (1975) has also stated

that "a single'instrument to assess participants in many sports does not

appear to be satisfactory. The measurement of behaviour at least ih

specific sports would be more appropriate" (p. 50). Following these

guidelines several attempts have been made to measure various psychological

varlables in sport settings. Horsfall (1975) developed an S-R inventory

of anxlousness specifically related to basketball, while Czarnecki (1977)

followed with a similar inventory related to football situations. An S-R

inventory of hostility related specifically to situations in ice hockey,

lacrosse, and soccer was devised by Burton (lSlt1. Under the guidance of

Rushal'1, Ebeze (1975) constructed a psychological inventory for competitive

soccer' though there was Iittle concern for attentional processes and

abilities.

l,lith the assessment of psychological variables through a sport

specific situational approach in vogue, a similar methodology would seem

appropriate to assess the attentional behaviour or style of soccer athletes.

Such an approach would also allow consideration for the effects of stress,

an important moderator variable on attentional processes, in the soccer

environment.
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Summary

Attentional processes and capabilities have been regarded by many

to be of major signifiance.'in terms of human bEhaviour ahd perforinHnce..

The voiume of attentional'Iiterature, reviewed by Bertyne (1969) and

Murray (1974),,'would seem to add support to-this suggestion. However

the methodology used in psychological research has contributed to an

inconsistency ih the findings of research attempting to re]ate attentional

capabllities to behaviour in various settings.

The methodoiogical problems with a trait approach are particularly

apparent from the attempts to assess attentional style. The customary

attempts to retllte attentional capabilities to behaviour have been through

a trait approach, where the individual is believed to have a dominant

type of attentibn irrespective of the situation. This was originally
refeffed to as a cognitlve s-tyle (witkin, 196?), Iater a perceptual style,

and more-recentily a person's attentiona:l sty'le (Denney , lg74; silverman,

1964; Wachtel' 1967). The trait approach has involved the assessment of

attentional behaviour through single laboratory tests such as the bo(y-

adjustment test, the rod-and-frame test, and the embedded:figures test
(Witkin, I962), all designed for field dependency. 0ther laboratory tests

have'been designed to assess scanning behaviour (Gardner & Long, 1962),

augmenting-reducing (Petrie, CollirS, & So'toman,'1960), introversion-

extroversion (Eysenk, 1959; Voth, 1962), and locus of control (Rotter,

1966). Attentional behaviour and style has been inferred from these

cognitive control principles assessed in the laboratory and related to

hunian behaviour',in extralaboratory environments with inconclusive

resu'lts.
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The trait paradigm has lost popu'larity in recent years and critics
have called for a new methology in psychological research. McClelland

(tgZS) questioned the validity of making inferences across a variety of
sltuations, while Mischel (1968) commented on the lack of predictive

valiility provided by the trait approach. hlallace (1966) recommended that

behavioural competencies such as attention, should be assessed in

partlcular situatiohs where the behaviour is to be examined. This

lnvolves the recognition of which attentional behaviours are required ln

partlcular environments and how they may be influenced by other variables

such as anxiety and arousal. The attentional constructs used to

formulate attentional style with a trait approach highlighted the need

for unambiguous test variables.

In accordance with the recent situational approach to the assessment

of psychological variables, Nideffer (1976b) developed the Test of
\

Attentional and Interpersonal style (TAIS). The first part contains
\

situation'g selected to gain measures of attentional competencies in a
\

varlety of Iife situations. The competencies are drawn from attentional

constructs established through traditional researrch with cognitive

control principles. while Denney (1974), Heilbrun (197I, lgrz),

Pelletier ('1974), silverman (1964), drd wachte'l (1967) considered the

attentional constructs adopted by Nideffer, he was the first'to recognise

attentional style in terms of both a breadth of focus and direction of

focus. Attentional research in clinical psychology contributed

lneffective attentlontrl constructs. The attentional part of the TAIS

is based on six'rconstruits, three effective and three ineffective types

of attentional focus. The effective scales include a broad external and
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lnternal focus and aln."ro* focus, while the ineffective scales include
t

an overloaded extarnJi and internal focus and an underinclusive focus of
Iattentlon. i

I

Kahneman (lgZg) 
fana Landers (1978) examined the effects of anxiety

and arousal on attenlional processes as reported in the literature.
Nideffer (tgzou) ulrol...ognised the importance of stress on attention

t.

and suggests that the TAIS includes adequate consideration'for the

appraisal of u p..ronl's anxlety in particular situations.

While attempts tlb relate attentiona'l behaviour on Iaboratory tests
I

to sport performance hnd participation were inconclusive, Nideffer (1976b)

clalms that the .TAIS hssesses generalisable attentional competencies which

are also applicabl. air.the sport environment. He reports some success in
predlcting sport perfbrmance (Nideffer, 1974) but also recormends that

assessment deviEes be'as situation specific as possible if behaviour is

to. be examined in a pArticular setting. A sport specific situational

approach has been.adopted by sport psychologists such as Rushall (1975)

to assess various psycholo$ical variables.although there has been no

attempt to deVelop a soccer specific inventory boncerned with attentional

proeesses and abilities.
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Chapter 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURESi
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It is intEndel to present the methods and procedures that were used

ln the gathering and analysis of data in this chapter. The following

areas are describet: selection of subjects, testing instruments, methods
I

of data collectionj' ana treatment of data. A final section summarises

the methods and procedures used in thiS study

: Selection of Subjects

The subiects irnvolved in this study (n = 104) were varsity and junior

varsity players at educational institutions in the Central New york area
I

during the spring of 1979. Availabi'lity and opportunity limited the

investigator to 6 srubjects from Clarkson University, l9 from Cornell

Unlversity, l5 from Cortland State Universi ty, 32 from Ithaca College,

6 from LeMoyne College, l8 from 0swego State University, 4 from St.
6

Lawrence University and 4 athletes from Tompkins Cortland Conununity

college. A]l subjects were college males with a wide range of playing

experience (2-14 years) though only athletes with outfield experience

(not goalkeepers) were used in the study. To gain measures of reliability
for the testing instruments, 23 of the Ithaca college subjects were

retested, once agaih in accordance with availability.

Testing Instruments

The Test'of Attentional and Interpersonal Styte (TAIS), in part,,

was administered together with a test of soccer attentional'style (TSAS)

and a personal assessment questionnaire (PAQ) for success and ability in
soccer.

1~
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The TAIS, developed by Nideffer (1976b), consists of 52 situations,

relating to attentional processes, randomly located within the first 78

items of the test.  The ttatdhents relate to attentional behafiou'r and

peFformance across a range of l・ ife situatiOns.  Three types of effective

attentional behav10ur and three ineffective types are represented by the

situatlons. えThese are broad external focus (BET), broad internal focus

(BIT), narroi focus (NAR), overloaded external focus (OET), over10aded

internal focus (oIT), and underinclusive focus (RED).  While sOme of the

pituations represent more than one of the six scales, 6 situations are

pertinent to、 the‐ BET focus, 8 to the BIT, 12 to the NAR, 12 to the OET,

9 to the OIT: and 15 to the RED focus of attentione  Subjects are required

to rate each situatlon for the frequency of occurrence on a 5Lpoint

continuum rattging from :ineveF:: to l:always.::

Nideffei (1976b, 1977b)repOrts some construct validity for the TAIS

whlle notingithat there is'very little overlap between tests designed

to measure simllar attentional constructs to those emp10yed by the TAIS.

Construct validity was offerld for the attentional scales of BET focus,

01T focus, and RED focuse  Some predictive validity haS also been

identified f6r the ttAIS attentional scales.  Correlations of r = 。59 to

r = 。80 (with nO degrees of freedom or probability levels presented)are

reported betwlen the attentiOnal scales iand actual behavlour measures of

swimmers (Nideffe', 1976b).  TeSt‐ retest reliability COefficients for all

the 17 TAIS scales range.from .60 to .93 (Nideffer, 1976b).

The TSAS:consists of 74 situations relating to attentional behaviour

and performanle ln  he competitive soccer envlrOnment.  These were chosen

from an oniginal llst,of l10 situations intuitively written, With the

暫
喘
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assistance of iseveral soccer coaches and players.  Elimination of the

situatlons was・ made on the basis of which iゞtuatiOns were probably most

tangible to the athletes either through direct or vicarious experience

and alsO tO gain a range of situations over the whole spectrum Of the

game (other than goalkeeping)while avOiding unnecessary overlap of

si tuationso  of the 74 situations selected, 13 related tO the BET scale,

13 to the OET scale, 12 to the BIT scale, 14 to the OIT scale, 1l tO the

NAR scale, andi 15 to the RED scale (Appendix B).  A random numbeお s table

was used to randOmly list all the situations.

The finali test Of soccer attentiOnal stylご 9 1ike the TAIS,.employed

a Likert scalelwhich requested subjbcts to indicate the extent tO which

they manifested the behaviOur described in each situationo  A 5¨ point

scale was cOnsidered appropriate, ranging from "never:: to l:always.::

Here what is :lheveril and ::always;: was dependent entirely upon the personis

individual frame Of reference or perceptiOn of the labels.  While the

TAIS contained titems ldrgely in a positive (pro)di′ rection with six in a

negative (con).di rection, the TSAS, f01lowing a similar pattern,

accomOdated lo items in a negative direction.  These items were numbered

20, 33, 41, 469 59, 64, 68, 69, 74, and 75 (Appendix A)。

The TSAS was designed in a similar fashiOn to the TAIS, with the

name Of the test and the test instructiOns On the cOver sheet, followed

by the randomlJ llsted situations on succeeding pages.

The personal assessment questionnaire (PAQ)was constructed to record

perceived success and ability in soccer, using a semantic differential

technique with ia 5・ pOint scale (Appendix c).  The subject was required to

respond to a ::in soccer l have been:: statement on six bip01ar adjective

予
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scales, and toithe statement "r1y soccer ability is"'on nine bipolar 

ts

adJectlve sca'les. Adjectlve pairs were llsted in both a.positive. and

negatlve direction in order to minimise respdnse bias. Once again the

perSon's indlvidual frame of reference or perception of the labels

determlned how reach adjective was "interpreted.

In the design of the single page PAQ, space was provided at the 
t

head of the page for the name and institution of the subject, and also

the number of p'laying year's or experience. Be'l'ow this, brief instructions

are fol'lowed by the semantic differential assessment device with answer

spaces provided between'the 15 bipolar adjective pairs.

Methods of Data Collection

The situations in which data were collected varied considerably

from quiet places unrelated to the soccer milieu (such as the library),   マ

to the area encompassing the field of play prior to or following practice.

Data.wer6 collected from subjects individually or in groups of up to 12

athl etes・ depending on convenience for the players and investigator.

At each meeting the subjects were provided with a single package

containing an informed consent form, a Te,t Of Attentional and lnterpersonal

Style (TAIS)booklet, a test of soccer attentioinal' style (TSAS)bookl et,

a single page pё rsbnal assessment quごstioinnaire (PttQ)and a #2 pencil.
1,  

‐

Each booklet cohtained two loose computer markread answer cards.
:          :

:  Following ihe diStribuぜ lon of packages, the investigator withdrew

the informed consent form from a typical package and asked the subjects

to read and c9m1lete the form (by signing) if they were willing tO

participate in the study。   Only two subjects returned the package at this

stage.  The invё stigator then drew attention to the instructions first on

|
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the TAIS booklet, then the PAQ, and finally the TSAS booklet, requesting

that the tests'were to be completed in that order as numbered. This was

to break any possible monotony in attending to a large number of Likert-

scale items. it was also pointed out that if any ambiguity or uncertainty

exlsted in the minds of the subjects, regarding the exact situation being

descrlbed, then they were to answer according to their own individual

perceptlon of the situatlon. An opportunity was given for questions

followed by a suggestion that although time was unlimited to complete

the tests ,os1 ipeop'le would require approximately 25-30 minutes. This

was an attempt ,to prevent subjects from spending time returning to alter

answers as they progressed through the testing instruments, rather than

taking each ltem or situation on its own merit.

Between 3 ind 5 weeks after the first administratio n, 23 Ithaca

Collegd athletes completed the three tests for a second time. The second

admlnistration took place in accordance with availability of subjects and

followed the same procedure as above. Subjects were tested individually

or in groups ofrup to five athletes in quiet places unrelated to soccer

environments.

Scoring of Data

The data from the TAIS and the TSAS, collected on markread computer

cards, were subriiitted to the computer. Likert-type values ranging from

I to 5 substltuted the markread card "A" to "E" scores except for

items with a negative direction when "A" = 5 and "E" = l. For each

adjective pair on the PAQ a number value ranging from I to 5 was

d,etermined, with 5 representing the most positive judgment. A total

score from the six success palrs and a score from the nine abi'lity pairs
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was thOn,calculated by hando  The success and abllity scOres, together

with a score for the tOtal number of years inv01ved in cOmpetitive soccerb

were then transfざrred to data cards for computer analysis.

Treatment of Data

The stability of the TAIS and the TSAS was determined by test― retest

coefficients after a 3`to 5‐ week interval using Pearson product‐ moment

correlatlon。

The internal cOnsistency for each of the six scales on bOth the

TAIS.and the TSAS data was examined using Cronbachts cOefficient alpha

(Cronbach,19510。

The 104 subjects were ranked according to‐ their ability scores,

success scoreS, and experience scores.  TO establish a high and 10w

group for each 6f the variables ability, success, and experience, it was

thought appropriate to take approximately the topじ and bottom third

subjects On eachヽ rankingo  However the actual number was not 33, as the

dissectibn took,place at the nearest natural break in the lower‐ ranked

scores.  For example, all the 32 subjects with scores of 22 or less on

success were classified as relatively less succeSsful athletes。   Only the

top 32 wbre reicognised as successful, while this left subjects with equal

success scOreS 50th within and outside the high level group.  Simllarly, from

the rankings onr'abill ty, the 10wer 34 subjects (with scores of 33 or leSS)

were classified aS 10W ability and the upper 34 as high'ability athletes。

FrOtt the rankings on experience, the lower 3Q subjeCtS (with five or fewer

yearS playing ettpe,ience)were grouped as relatively less_experienced and

and、 the upper 36 as experienced SOccer athletes.

A multivariate and unlvariate analysis of variance programme
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(BMD.12V)was performed to assess the effects of level of ability9 1evel

of success, and experience level on the six variables of the TAIS and

the TSASe  A full matrix using a programme entitled FULMAX was then

created, followed by a discriminant function analysis.  This programme

entitled HEINV (HarriS, 1975)was uSed tO determine the greatest

characteristic,root, and the vectors associated with iti

Summary

The lntention of this study was tO COnStruct a test of soccer

attentlonal style and administer it, together with a Test of Attentional

and lnterpersonal Style (Nideffer, 1976b), to SOCCer athleteso  A

personal assessment questionnaire was also developed to gain self― report

measures of ability, success, and experience in soccer.

Members from eight Central NeW York college and university soccer

teams sdrved as sこ bjects (1二 = 104)in thiS Study.

Internal cOnsistency for each of the SiX attentlonal scales from

both thざ TAIS and the TSAS data was reportedo  A second administration

of the testing instruments waS given to a sample of the ξubject

population (コ = 23) 3 to 5 weeks after the first administration to

determine test‐ 卜etest reliability for these instruments.

、     The athletes were ranked and approximately the tOp.and bottom third

were classified.las high and low ability, successful and less Successful, and

experienced and‐ less experienced, respecti vely.  Six separate multivariate

analyses of variance were performed to assess the effects of level of

abill ty, suCCesS, and experience on the attentional variables from both

the TAIS and thさ  TSASe  A programme entitled HEINV was used to determine

fhich attentionial variables contributed t9 any significant difference,
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between the ability, success, and experience groups.
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~                                 Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The results of the investigation are presented in this chapter.

The chapter is divided into the f01lowing major sections: (a)testL

retest rellability for the attentional scales of the test of sOccer

attentlonal style (TsAS)and the Test of Attentional and lnterpersonal

Styleて (TAIS), (b)test― retest reliability fOr the ability and success

scores of the lersOnal assessmё nt questionnaire (PAQ),(c)coefficilnt

alpha reliability for the attentional scalё s Of the TSAS and the iAIS,

(d)multivariate and univariate analysis of variance and discriminant

functlon analyも is for ability levels with tlie attentional scales of the

TSAS, (e)multivariate and univariate analysis of variance and

discrininant functiOn analysis f6r success levels with the attentiOnal

,CaleS Of the TSAS, (f)multivariate analysis of variance for experience

levels with the attentional scales of the TSAS, (g)multivaniate and

univariate analン SiS Of variance and discriminant function analysis for

ability levels with the attentional scales of the TAIS, (h)multivariatё

and univariate analysis pf variarce and discriminant function analysis

for success levels with the attentional sCales of the TAIS,(1)

興ultiVariate lnalysis Of vatiande for ettpご 1lё輛ce leψ els with the

attentiOnal scalざ s of the TAIS,and(j)surllmary.

Teヾt― letest RelittbJIJ螢_ fol thf Attさ ntiOnal Scales

of the TSAS｀ and the TAIS

The test― rこtest coefficients for the TsAS and the TAIS scales for

the 23 Subjectslwho retook the tests after a 3-5 week interval are

57   '
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tabulated in Table l.  The BET attentional scale refers to a broad

external focusl of attention, the OET scale to an Overloaded external

iOcus, the BIデ  scale tO a broad internal fOcus, the OIT scale to an

overloaded inCbrnal fOcus, ttte NAR 3ご ale to a narrow effective focus,

andⅢ the RED schle to an underinclusivё  focus ofi attention. . The lest―

retest rellabllity こoefficients, a measure of re,ponSe stability, ranged

from a high of: 。92 for the BET_and OIT scales to .81 with thё  BIT scale,

for the TSAS scales.  The range of cOefficients for the scales of the

TSAS was 。11。

The TAIS test― retest coefficients ranged from a high of 。73 fon the

BIT scale to a t10w of .36 for the NAR scale.  The range of cOefficients

for the scales Of the TAIS was 。37.

Test-retest Reliability for the Ability and

Success Scores of the PAQ

The test-ibtest coefficients from the ability and success

of.the PAQ for lthe 23 subjects who retook the test after a 3-5

interval are reported in Tablb 2. The test-retest reliability"
ablllty scores was .72 'and .86 for the success scores.

sc0res

week

for the

Coefficient Alpha Re]jability fOr the Attentional

Scales of the TSAS and the TAIS

Coefficient alpha is a measure of the internal cOnsistency of a.

test or its subsets._ The coefficient alpha reliabilities for each Of

the six attentlonal scales of the TSAS and the TAIS are tabulated in

Table 3。   The alpha rellability fOr the scales Of tり e TSAS ranged fro品

a high of 。83 f61 the BIT scale to a low of .67 for_the NAR scale.  The

range of alpha for the TSAS scales was .16.
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Tabl e

Test‐ retest Reliability

Scales of the TSAS

the Attentional

the TAISｄ

ｒ

　

　

ｎ

Ｏ

　

　

ａ

ｌ

　

　

ｆ

Attentional scale ＳＴＳＡ

　

ｒ

一

TAIS

r

BET

OET

BIT

OIT｀

NAR

RED

.69

.72

.73

.69

.36

.72

Note. 'Both tests were administered to 23 subjects 3-5 we6ks

after thё  initrial administration.

」
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。92

183

.81

.92

.91

.85
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Table 2

Test-retest Rel iabi'l i ty for the Abi 1 i ty

' and Success Scores of the PAQ

Variab'le

Abi l,i ty 1 .72

Suciess .86

Note. PAQ readministered to 23.subjects

3-5 weeks after initial administration.

1"
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丁able 3

Coefficient Alpha′ Reliabili ti es

Scales of the TSAS and

for the AttOntional

the TAIS

Attentional Scale ＳＴＳＡ

　

ａ
・

TAIS

a

Ｔ

　

　

Ｔ

　

　

Ｔ

　

　

Ｔ

　

　

Ｒ

　

　

Ｄ

ＢＥ

ＯＥ

Ｂ‐

Ｏ‐

ＮＡ

ＲＥ
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_ The coeff-icient alpha reliabilities for the TAIS scales rahged from

a high of .70 for the BET and 0IT scales to a low of .27 for the NAR

scale. The ran$e of alpha reliabilities fbr tht TAIS scales was .43.

Multlvariate and Univariate Analysis bf Varihnce and Discriminant

Fi,rnction.Analysis for Abil itv Levels with the

Attentional Scales of the TSAS

A multiva'iiate analysis of variance (MAN0VA) for ability levels

(high and low)i,with the TSAS variables revealed significant overall

group differenbes, 0 (1,2, 29.5) = .68, p< .01. The finding of a

slgnificant difference between the groups led to the acceptance of the

.first hypothesis that there would be a significant difference between the

scores on the TSAS attentional scales for soccer athletes who regard

themselves to b! of high ability and those of low ability.
Univariate analyses of variance (AN0VA's) for ability levels with

each of the var,iables of the TSAS revealed a significant group difference

(p. .05) for dach of the six variables. The high abirity group

reported higher BET, BIT, and NAR mearis and lower 0ET, OIT, and RED means

than the loweriutlity group. The results are reported.in Table 4.

Discriminatnt.function analysis on the TSAS variables revealed the

percent contribution that each variable made to the overall significant

between groups difference. The major contributing variables and their
respective contributions are reported in Table 5. The BET scale

contributed 37.34%; followed by 33 .04% fron the BIT scale, and z1.l7%

from the NAR scale. Thus, these three scales contributed 95.55% of the/
total variance to the bebveen aUitity groups difference.
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Table 4

Meahs, Standard Deviations, and Analysid of

Variance for Ability Levels with the,

Attentional Scales of the TSAS

Attentional Low Ability High-Abllity

Scal e     '         M       sD          M       SD Ｆ

一

BET

OET

BIT

OIT

NAR

RED

42。 03    4.32       49。 15    3.93        42.8180★

32。 76    4.66       28.59    5。 25        13.7929★

,39。 65    4.47       47.41    5。 39        4i3.6960士

37。 71    4。 87       32.44    6。 62        19。 0955★

27.41    4.34       40。 85    5。 12        29。 5595■

37。 97    5.65       32。 79    1。 50        16.9579★

±
2く .05

・ ■,"瑠ギ
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Table 5

Discriminand Function Analysis on th'e Attentional

ScaIes of the TSAS Contributing to Bebveen

Ability Groups Difference

Variabl e

Ranki ng

Standardized

Discriminant

Weight

Percent of
Contri bu ti on

1。  BET

3.  BIT

5。  NAR

‐。61109

-。 57484

‐。50170

37.34

33。 04

25。 17

Tota1    95.55

凛        、

l
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Multivariate and Unlvariate Anal:isis of Variance and Discriminaht

lunction Analysis for Success Levels with the

Attentional Scales of the TSAS

A MANOVA io. sr.cess Ievels (successful and unsuccessful) and'the

TSAS variables revealed significant overall, group differences,

e (I, 2,27.5),,= .50, p< .Ol. The-finding of a significant difference

between groups,'led to the acceptance of the third hypothesis that there

would be a sighificant difference between the scores on the TSAS

attentional scales for soccer athletes who regard themselves as successfui

and those who do not.

Separate ANOVA's for success levels with each of the variables of

the TSAS revealed a significant (p. .05) group difference for each of

the six variablies. The successful group reported higher BET, BIT, and

NAR means and'lower OET, 0IT, and RED means than the less successful

group. The results are reported in Table 6.

Discriminant function analysis on the TSAS variables revealed the

percent contritjution that each vdriab1e madd to the significant between

groups difference. The major contributing variables and their respective

contributlons are reported in Table 7. The largest single contributor

was thE BET scale with 50.63% of the variance, followed by the 0IT scale

wlth 20.30%, the OET scale with 19.01%, and the RED sca'te viith 12.68%.

Thus, the total variance contributed to the between success groups

difference from.these four scales was 92.62%.
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Table 6

' Means, Standard Deviations, dnd Analysis of

Variance'for Success Levels with the

Attentional Scales of the TSAS

Attentional Less Successful Successful

Scale               M       SD          M       SD            F

BET

OET

BIT

OIT

NAR

RED

43.00    4.87       48。 47    4。 45        18。 0908★

30.47    4.98       28。 03    5。 59        19。 o969士

41。 53    5.29       46.59    5。 59        12。 2356士
¨

37.53    5。 24       31。 00    5。 97        23.0236★

36.22    4。 91       41.31    4.75        16.0596士

38。 13    5.37       31。 63    5.19        20。 1503士

粒 く。05
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Table 7

Discriminant Function Analysis on the Attentional

Scales of the TSAS'Contributing to Between

Success Groups Di fference

Variabl e

Ranki ng

Standardi zed

Discrininant

 `Weight

Percent of
Contri buti on

1.  BET

4。  OIT

2.  OET

6.  RED

.63742

‐.45059

-.43596

‐.35606

40。 63

20.30

19。 01

12.68

Total 92。 62



Multivariate Analysi5 01 Variュ 坦ce for Experience Levels

with the Attentional Scales of the TSAS

A MANOVA for experience levels (experienced and inexperienced)

with the TSAS variables revealed no significant Overall group differendes,

0 (1, 2, 31.5)= 。16, 2> 005。   The finding of no significant difference

between the groups led to the rejection of the fifth hypothesis that

there would be a significant,difference between the scores on the ttSAS

attentlonal scales for soccer athletes who have considera51e experience

and those who have partiCHpated for only a few years。

Multivariate and Univariate Analysis of Variance and Discriminant

.Function Analysis for Ability Levels with the

Attentional scales of the TAIS

A MANOVA for ability levels (high and low)with the TAIS vdriables

revealed significant overall group differences, o (1, 2, 29.5)= .42,

2く  ・010  The finding of a significant difference between ゼhe broupS led

to the rej,ctiOp Of the secOnd hypOthesib that there would・ be no

significant difference・ between the scores on the TAIS attentional scales

for soccer athl`btes who regard themselves to be of high ability and thoSe

of low abllity.

Separate ANOVA:s for‐ ability levels with each of the variables of

the TAIS revea19d a Significant (12く  。05)group difference for only the

BET and BIT scaleso  The high ability group reported higher BET and BIT

means than the ・lower abllity group.  The results are reported in Table 8。

Discriminant function analysis on the TAIS variables revealed the

percent contribution that each variable made to the overall significant

between grOups difference.  The major contributiing variables and their
)

68
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Table 8

Means, Standard Deviations, and Analysis of

Variance for Ability Levels with the

Attentional Scales of the TAIS

Attentional       Low Abllity        High Ability

Scale              M       SD          M       SD            F

BET            19.29    2.68       22。 88    3.44        19。 2559★

OET            32。 32    3。 72       31。 79    3。 11         1.6625

BIT            25:88    2。 65       27.50    3.39         5.3771★

OIT            23。 91    4.06       22.29    4。 09         3。 3138

NAR            37。 21    3。 76       35.59    3.72         2。 9597

RED            42.65    4。 74       42.41    4。 75         1。 0197

セ く。05

●
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respective contributions are reported in Tab'le 9. ttre BEf scale

contributed 66:33%, followed by 18.]8% from the NAR scalei and 9.58%

from the 0IT scale. Thu's, these three scales contributed 94.29% of the

total variance to the between ability groups difference.

Multivariate and Univariate Analysis of Variance and Discriminant

Function Analysis for Success Levels with the

Attentional Scales of the TAIS

A MANOVA for success 'levels (successful and unsuccessfut) with the

TAIS variab]es revealed significant overal'l group differences,

0 (1, 2, 27.5)-= .29, p_< .0'l . The finding of a significant difference

between groups illed to the rejection of the fourth hypothesis that there

would be no significant difference between the scores on the TAIS

attentional scdles for soccer athletes who regard themselves as successful

and those who do not.

Separate ANOVA's for success levels with each of,the variables of

the TAIS revealed a significant (g < .05) group difference for only. the

BET and BIT scales. The successful group reported higher BET and BIT

means than the less successfu'l group. The results are reported in

TabIe 10.

Discriminant function analysis on the TAIS variables revealed .the

percent contribirtion that each variab1e made to the significant between

groups dlfference. The only meaningful contributor to the total variance

for the succesiigroups difference was the BET scale with a contribution

of 96 .13%.

:´

|
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Table 9

Discriminant Function Analysis on the Attentional

Scales, of the TAIS Contributing to Between

Ability Groups Difference

Variabl e

Rankl ng

Standardi zed

Di scrimi nant

l.lei ght

Percent of
Contri tiuti on

1.  BET                       。81565                        66。 53

.5。   NAR                     ―。42636                       18。 18

4.  OIT          ‐          ―。30952                   、    9。 58

Tota1    94.29

増
´ 』 _
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Table 10

Means, standard Deviations, and Analysis of

Variance for Success Levels with the

Attentional Scales of the TAIS

Attentlonal Less Successful Successfu'l

Scal e M       SD          M       SD Ｆ

一

BET

OET

BIT

OIT

NAR

RED

20。 09    2.61   .    22。 72    3。 93         11。 9192★

32。 22    4。 82       30。 56    6。 08          1。 3096

25.84    2.88       27。 63    4。 19          4。 65651

23。 78    3。 68       23.88    3。 92          ・2.0894

37.31    3.86       35.94    4.13          1.9466

42。 72    5。 03       40.81    5。 01          2.1886

"±
2く 。05,

一一一一
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Mulゼlirariate Analysis OT varittnce fOr Experience Levelsヽ

き    with the Attentional Scales of the TAIS

A MANOVA †or experience lLvels (experienced and inexperienced)wi th

the TAIS variaples revealed no significant overall grOup differences,

0 (1, 2, 31。 5)= 。09, 2> 005。   The finding of no ξignificant difference

let"een the groups led to the acceptance of the sixth hypothesis that       iヽ

there would betno significant difference between the scOres on the TAIS'

コ   attentional scales fOr soccer atriletes whO have considerable experience

and those WhO nave participated for only a few years.

Summary

Test¨ reteSiぜ reliabillty was reported for the attentiOnal scales of

' the TSAS and the TAIS, and alsO the ability and success scores of the

PAQ.  cOё fficient alpha reliability was reported for the attentional

scales Of the TsAS and the TAISe                              L

As a resul・t of a MANOVA for ability levels (high and 10w)wi tliL the

TSAS variables,.the first hypothesis, that there wOuld be a slgnificant

difference betwさ ごn the scores on the TSAS attentional scales of the

SubJeCtS in thel`high and low ability groups, was acceptedo  Further

analysis showedttthat subjects in each abllity group differedヽ significantly

on each Of the Six attentlonal scales, and alsb that three of the scaleゞ  、

(BET, BIT, and iAR)contributed most of the variance to the ability

group differencさ  with the wholb TSAS。

As a resul, of a MANOVA for success levels with the TSAS variables,

the third hypotド esis, that there would be a significant difference

between the scOres on the TSAS attentional scales of the subjects. in the

successful and uhsuccessful groups, was accepted.  Further analysis

73
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showed that subjects ln each success group- differed.rtgnificantly on

each of the six attentional scales, and also that.four of the scales

(BET' 0IT, OET,, and RED) contributed most of the variance to the success

group differenle with"the whole TSAS.

As a resuit ot a MAN0vA for experience levels with the TSAS

varlables, theififth hypothesis, that there would be a significant
dlfference between the scores on the TSAS attentlonal sca'les of the

subJects in thA experienced and relatively inexperienced groups, was

reJected.

As a result of a MANOVA for ability levels with the TAIS variables,

the second hypothesls, that there would be no significant difference

between the sccires on the TAIS attentional scales of the subjects in

the high and ldw ability gro0pl, was rejected. Further analysis.showed

thirt subiects ih each,ability group differed'significantly on two of the
),

att'entional sca:les (aet ana BIT), and also that three of the scales

(BET' NAR, and .0IT) contributed most of the variance to the ability
1

groups difference with the who'le TAIS.

As a result of a MANOVA for success levels with the TAIS variables,

the fourth hypothesii, that there would be no significant difference

between the scores on the TAIS attentional scales of the subjects in

the successful and unsuccessful groups, was rejected. Further analysis

showed that subiects in each success group differed significangy on two

of the attentiorial scales (gEt and BIT), and also that the BET scale

contributed neafly aIl of the variance to the success groups difference

with,the whole TAIS.

As a result of a.MAN0vA for experience levels witti the TAIS
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variables, thdl'sixth hypothesis, that there would be n_o significant

difference betw'een the scores on the TAIS attentional scales of the

subjects in the experienced and relatively inexperienced groups, was

accepted.



Chapter 5

DISCuSsloN OF RESULTS

丁his chariter presents a discussion of thё results rご ported・ in

chapter 4.  Topics include the following:  reliability of the test・ of

soccerヽ attentildnal style (TSAS), the Test of Attentional ard lnterpersonal

Style (TAIS),Ⅲ and the perSonal assessment questibnnaire (PAp); ability

level and attentionall scores on the ttSAS and the TAIS; success level

and the attentiOnal scOFes on the TSAS and the TAIS; experience level

and`the attentlonal scores on the TSAS and ttte TAIS; the attentional

St,Te of SocceF athletさL; and a summary.

Reliability of the TSAS,‐  the.IAIS, 。nd the PAQ

The jettど

'etest rё

liability cOefficients for each of the six TSAS

and TAIS atteniL10nal scales are repbrted in Table l.  These measures of

response stabllity were gained flom 23 subjects who retOok the tests,

1-5 weeks fol18wing the first administratione  The coefficients for the

TSAS scales rattge between 。92 for both the BET and OrT scales and .81 for

the BIT scale911"hile the TAIS scales vary from .73 for the BIT scale to

.36 for the NAR scale.  Thus, the range of coefficients for the TSAS

sdales is .1l and .37 for the TAIS scales.  The latter‐ is due almost

entirely to the low coefficient fOr the NAR scale.  The TAIS scales

Would otherwise be within a previously reported test‐ retest reliability

range for the TAIS scales of .60 to .93 (Nideffer, 1974).

Clearly thb reliability cOefficients f卜 Om the TsAS scales are

higher than frcim the TAIS scales.  The TAIS items includё  a wide range

of llfe situatiё ns many of which may havp ratheF broad meanihg.

´ピ
　

・
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Converse'ly the TSAS situations are a'|1 specific to the soccer environmeht

and a more pre.cise'ly defined behavioural competency. It seems possible,

therefone, that the athletes found the soccer situations less ambiguous

than'many of the TAIS items which required some interpretation and which

cou]da.lsochdhgemoreeasiIywithtime.Ifthiswasthecase,thenitm.ay

be that the NAR items on the TAIS appeared particularly vague to the'subjects
and this resulted in a low test-retest coefficient. 0vera:ll, then"; the

soccer athletes used in this study to gain test-retest reliability responded

to the TSAS it'ems more consistent'ly after a 3-5 week interva'l than they did

to the TAIS' items.

The test-netest reriability for the pAQ is reported in Table 2.

The abillty coefficient (r = .lz) and the success coefficient (r =".86)

are both high enough to suggest that the pAQ used in the study has good

consistency in the way the athletes responded to the bipolar adjective
pairs fo]lowing a 3-5 week interval . The success coefficient js simi'lar

to the test-retlst reliability (r = .90) reported'by coulson and cobb

(lSZe1 for the.generalized expectancy of sport success scale from which

the PAQ was ada'pted. The apparent difference between the abiiity and ,/
success coefficiients may'be due to a few reasons. Jir:st1y, the ath'letes/

)

may have found eit rhore difficu'lt to consistently evaluate their own

abillty while pFevious success may be something that athletes have

a clearer estimation of ln their own minds. Secondly, the nature of
the bipolar adiective pairs may have had some effect. The success pairns

are 'largely adjectives describing personal fee'lings, whereas some of the

abl'lity aitjective palrs require a comparison with others, such as the
pdii "better thaln most" and ,rworse than most.,, It would, therefore,

1
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seem that thelathletes were'less certain about how they compared with
'othens.or werei-regarded by them than they were about their own

Satlsfaction and success from the sport.
li,

Coefflcieht alpha reliabilities for the attentional scdles of the

TSAS and tne fhts are reportdd in Tab'le 3. Cronbach's alpha (Cronbach,
il

1951), the coetficient of equ'ivalence, is used to determine the internal

consistency of'the variables of a test. Thbse attentional scales of the
-TSAS 

and TAIS ilitn ntgh alpha'leve'ls contain items which were answered

in a homogeneous manner. The alpha re]iability for the TSAS scales

- nang?d from .83 for. the BIT sca]e.to .67 for the NAR sca'le, while the

TAIS scales ranged from.70 for the BET and 0IT scales to a low of .27

for the NAR scale. Thus, the range of alpha for the TSAS stales was .'16

and .43 for the TAIS scales. Once again, thelow alpha for the NAR scale

is largely responsible for the greater range amongst the TAIS variables.

All the TSAS sca'les have greater alpha coefficients than their

TAIS counterpants. The 'lower degree of interna'l consiStency for the

TAIS sca'les may possib'ly.be explained by the greater need for individua'l

interpretation of the TAIS items, causing variation in response to

conceptually simi'lar situations. The wide range_of 'life situations

included ln the TAIS may a'lso have led to response inconsistency. If
this was so, then it wou'ld appear that attentional behaviour may not be

generallsab'le enough to be consistent in a variety of life situations.

An items ana'lysis of which situations, if removed from a particular

scale, would have some meaningful effect on the ioetficient for the

whole scale was derived-from the SPSS Reliability programme. Some

interesting points"may be drawn from these Jnalyses, with specia'l

:

11.′   _
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reference to the somewhat iscilated TAIS sca'les with a low alpha. The r

removal of item 27 (see Appendix B) from the BIT scale would increase

alpha from.49 to .62 and item 5l from the RED sca]e.wou]d increase the

coefflclent from.49 to .55. Similarly the remova'l of item 28 from the

NAR sca'le would increase alpha from .27 -to .39. The effect of removing

these jtems from the TAIS sca'les may we'll increase alpha to a lev6l more

conslstent wi'th the TSAS scales. It would be highly speculative to

suggest why these itemr-were responded to inconsistently from the other
"items of ifre respective sca'les, but removal of these few situations

would have a considerab'le effect on the measures of internal consistency

for-the TAIS scales.

While the'removal of an item from the NAR scale for the TAIS may

we'l'l have increased the internal consistency of this sca'le, it may be

important to note that the NAR sca'le appears also to have the lowest

alpha reliabili;ty for the TSAS. From this it may be suggested that

these ltems of the NAR scale, even in the soccer environment, require

greater lndividLal interpretation, or that the NAR sca'le items are-

basEd on a broa.der range of conceptualisations than other scales..

Indeeb, the NAR scale refers to both an effective narrow internal and

external focus, and it seems possible that individua'ls do not necessari]y

have a tendencyi towards both a narrow interna'l and an external focus.

For example, persons may be effective in narrowing their focus of

attention on ce'i'tain externa'l cues, but they are unab'le to dbvelop or

maintain a focus on individual thoughts when it would be appropriate

to do so. Ther.e may well. be a need for two sca'les reflecting a narrow

internal and a harrow externa'l focus of attention, although the RED

:|´
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scale, with an equally broad conceptual base, would appear to have

internal consistency compatible with the other scales.

differences between the subjects of high ability and thOse of low ability,

0(1,2,29.5)=」 68,ュ く .01。  Similarly significant group ciifferences,

0(1,2,29.5)=.42,ュ く。01,Were revealed with the TAIS variables.

Whlle these rebults led to the acceptanqe of the first・ hypothesis, the

finding of a signiriし ant difference bё tween ability groups (high and・ low)

Wilth the TAIS iled to4the rejectiOn Of tle Secord hypothesis.  In other
IL

words therO‐ wat a significant differenCe‐ between the scores on both the

TSAS and the TAIs attentional scales for soccer athletes who regard      {

themselvds to be of high ability and those of 10w_ability.

The traditiOnal methOdology used to relate measures of attelition

to the level oヤ  sport performance has offered incOnclusive results.

Barrell and Trippe (1975)failed to find significant differences between l

highly skllled`'and less skilled soccer players using a measure of field

dependency, though highly skllled and less skilled tennis players were

significantly differento  petrakis (1979)and Williams (1975)both

reported no significant differences between high and low abilityヽ groups

in the sports of tennis and fencing respectively.  HOwever, there is no

reason to believe that the attentional demands Of sports as diverse as

fencing and teバ his or as varied as the task demands within soccer can

be related tO the attentional behaviour、 requirements Of One simple

laboratory tes」 idesigned to measure field dbpenUehcy.
′

In recent レears pSych01ogists have largely adopted a new

ト

鼈

1

Ability Level and Attentional ScOres of the TSAS.and the TAIS

MANOVA with the TSAS attentional variables revealed significant
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,

imeth°
d010gy that relates to behavlour in specific extralaboratory

l                       ・

lenVirOnments, while the trait paradigm and the generalisability of
:psych010gical ibehaviour across many situationS has been inereasingly

tquestloned:  siDOrt psych01ogigts have alsO f0110"ed in an attempt to

identify and ckplain behavlour in terms of the psychological variables

ルhat are inhettht in sport.Rushall(1975)and others have claimed

that this apprOach has improved predictive validity fOr the tests

designbd to assess various psychological variables.  HOwever, Nideffer

(1976b)has beё n a10ne in the situatibnal assessment of attenticinal

behaviour with:)his Test of Attentlonal and lnterpersOnal Style (TAIS).

Although Nideffer (1976b)recognises the need for assessment devices to

be as situation specific as possible if a psychological variable and

behav10ur are to be examined in a particular setting, the TAIS has been

employed in a lbrgely contradictory manner.  The attentiOnal cOmpetencies

of varlous selective groups, from policemen to swimmers, gained from the

broadl range of life situations contained in the TAIS, hご ve been extended・

to prёdict hoi these individuals will perform in theirFdistinct

envi ronments.  The tquestion of how spesifiC Situations must be to gain

an adequate assessment δf behaviOur in particular environments has

therefore been iraised.  Are generalisable attentional competencies in a

variety of com由 on life situations also reflected in any specific cluster

of situations,isuch as the soccer environment7

The resulls Of this study suggest that bOth the TSAS, with soccer

specific situat,01S, and the TAIS, with a broad ranue of life situations,

are able to reveal significant differences (2く  。01)in measures of

attentional behlviour betweLn those sOccer athletes who regarded

`,            _

|
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' themselves to'be of high ability and those of low ability. It wou'ld

.{appear that the attentiona'l constructs of th'e TAIS, despite being
I

represented by a broad range of life situations, are generalisab'le to

behiaviour and performance in the soccer environment, therefore suggesting
I

some predictive value. This is in agreement with Nideffer's (.1976b)

c1ainis that the TAIS holds some.predictive va'lidity for behavibur in

speclflc environments. Both tests a]so seem to provide empirical

'support for the importance of attentiona'l capabilities in soccer

performance.

' AN0VA's for ability levels with each of the'six variables of both

the TSAS"and'thb TAI'S found dissimilarities bbtween the twd tests.

While a significant abi'lity group difference (p. .05) was revealed for
each of the sik variables of the TSAS (Table 4), only the BET and BIT

scales of the ints (ruule 8) revea'led any significant difference

(p. .05) uetwlen high and low abi'lity groups. In other words the

attentiona'l cofistructs used to categorise a.'ll the six variab]es or

scales seem appropriate tb discriminate between high an'cl 'low ability
athletes when they are represented by the soccer situtitions of the

TSAS. However, only the attentiona]' constructs-of the BET dnd BIT

scales seem capab'le of. discriminating between high and low sobcer

ability when they are i'llustrtrted by the l,ife situations of the TAIS.

ine AEt sca'le re]ates to a broad external focus of attention and the

BIT scale to a broad internal focus. These resu'lts from the TAIS

suggest that the group of soccer athletes who rEgarded themse'lves

. to be of high abi'lity had a significantly greater capacity to develop

a'nd maintain both a broad.external and internal focus than those who

i F_・ …
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`regarded themselves tO be Of lower ability.  These twO attentional

lCapabilities wOuld therefore seem to be particularly meaningful fOr a

skllled performer in contrast to a less skilled performer.

l     Discriminant function analysis on the TSAS variables (Table 5)

revealed that the BET, BIT, and NAR scales contritiuted 95.55% of the

variance in the ability groups difference with the whole TSAS.  This

further substantiates the importance of both the broad external and

internal focus capabilities for the soccer athlete, while effё ctively

narrowing the Focus wouit alsO seem to be arparticularly virtuous

atlentJOnal behaviour of the skillfし l pe卜 fOlmer.ヽ  ilt is interesting to

note that these three scaleb represent effective types Of attentional

behaviour.  In'othe7 words the attentional scales differences between

the high ahd 16w ability groups was almost entirely attributa51e to the

superior effective attentional behaviour of the high ability grdup,

rather than notable ineffective attentional behaviour differences.

Discriminant function analysis on the TAIS variables (Table 9)found that

the BET attd NAR scales contributed much of the variance (84.71%)in the

lblllty groups ,difference with the whole TAIS,^though the BIT scale, perhaps

surprisingly, contributed little.  While the BIT scale was individually

Sapable of discriminating between high and low ability subjOcts, it did

not meaningfully contribute to the variance in the ability groups

difference with the whole TAISo  Any comments regarding the NAR scale

should be made with caution since both teSt‐ retest and alpha reliability

coefficients wざ re 10w fOr this variablee  :



｀      Success Level and Attentibnal scOres of the TSAS and tlie TAIS

MANOVA with the TSAS attentional variables revealed significant

differences between the successful and less successful groups of athletesご

0(1,2,27.5)・ =.50,ュ く 。01・  Similarly significant group differences,

0(192,27.5)= 。29,ュ < .01,Were revealed with the TAIS attentional

variables.  While these results led to the aCCeptance of the third

hypothesis, the finding of a signfficant difference between successful

and less successful groups with the TAIS variables led to the rejection

of the fourth hypothesis.  In other words there was a significant

difference between the scores On both the TSAS and the TAIS・ attentional

scales for soccer athletes who regarded themselives as successful and

relatively less successful.

While ability and Success are separate cohstructs On the personal

assessment questionnaire, the two are often complementary in sport and

we may possibly expect similar differences in the scores on the

attentlonal variables between those of high and low ability, and between

successful and less successful subjects.  Coulson and Cobb (1979)used

a generalized expectancy 6f sport success scale to・ gain meaSures of how

suCcessful athlё tes‐ expected to be in sport generally.  They reported

that the group means for varsity9 junior varsity, and club sport

participants‐ were significantly higher than those for'intramura1 9

informal and non participants.  In other words a measure of success

would seem to be closely related to athletic ability.

The results of the present study suggest that both the TSAS, with

soccer specific situations,_and the TAIS, with a broad range of life

situations, we卜 e able to reveal significantly different(2く  .01)      ・
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measures of attentional behaviour between soccer athletes who regarded

themse'lves as successful and those who did not. Once again this supports

Nideffer's ('1976b) claim that the TAIS holds some predictive validity_

for behaviour in specific environments. Both tests also seem to provide

some empirical support for the importance of attentiona'l capabilities in

the achievement of success in soccer.

AN0VA's for success leve'ls with each of the six variables of both

the TSAS and the TAIS found dissimi'larities between the two tests

tlhile a significant success group difference (p. .05) was revealed foi
qeach of the six variables of the TSAS (Table 6), only the BET and BIT

sca'les of the TAIS (Table 10) revealed any significant difference

(p. .05) between successful and less successful groups. These resu'lts

duplicate the AN0VA's for ability'leve'ls. The six attentional variables

as il lustrated by soccer situations a'l'l appear important -in the

achievement of success in soccer. However, only the attentiona'l

competencies i'llustrated by the TAIS items of the BET and BIT sca'les

found differences between the successful and less successfu'l groups of

soccer ath'letes. These results suggest that the group of soccer

athletes whb regarded themselves as successful had a,significantly

grehter capacity to deve'lop and maintain both a broad external and

interna'l focus than those who regarded themse'lves to be 'less successful .

The fact that the other scales failed to reveal such differences

between the success groups, suggests that these two attentional

capabi'lities wou'ld seem to be particu'larly meaningful in the

achievement of success in soccer.

Discriminant function ana'lysis on the TSAS variables (Table 7)
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revea'led that the BET sca'le contributed 40.63% of the variance in the

success groups difference with the whole TSAS. The t'hree ineffective

scales (OIT,0ET, and RED) contributed 51.gg% of the variance. In

other words sllghtly over half the variance in the success groups

.difference was attributab'le to the grOater attentional incompetencies

or ineffectiveness of the less successful group, while the r-emaining

variance was due to the superior attentiona'l behaviour of the successful

group on the BET sca'le items. These results are distinct'ly different from

the discriminant function analysis on the TAIS var'iables for the abifity
gro-ups difference and further comment wi'll be found 'later.

Discrimi.nant function ana'lysis on the'TAIS variables

revea'led that the BET sca'le contributed 96.13"/, of the variance 'in the

success groups difference-with the who'le TAIS. In other words much of

the difference between the success groups with the whole TAIS was

attrlbutab'le to the six items .of the BET sba'le.

Experieice Level and Attentional Scores of the TSAS and the TAIS

MAN0VA with the TSAS attentiona'l variables revealed no significant

differences between the group of ath:letes with considerable experience

and 'the group with least experience, O (1, 2, 3l .5) = .'16, p > .05.

Simi'larly no significant group differences were revealed with the TAIS

attentiona'l variab]es, 0 (1 , 2, 31 .5) = .09, p > .05. These resu'lts

led to rejection of'the fifth hypothesis and the acceptance of the

sixth hypothesis., In other words, there was no significant difference

between the attentional scores on both the TSAS and the TAIS scales for

soccer ath'letes who had considerable experience and those who had

participated for only a few years.
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Sporting ability would be regarded by many to be a direct function

of the amount of p'laying experience that the individual has gained. The

number of years that an athlete has had to practice and be involved in

a sport wou'ld appear to b-e fairly closely associated with ability level .

Therefore we might have expected that the differences in attentional

behavlour of high and low ability and experienced and relatively
inexperienced may be somewhat simi'lar. However, the results do not

support this premise. There was no significant difference in

attentional behavioUF; ilS measured by the TSAS and the TAIS attentionaj

scales, betweeh experienced and inexperienced soccer athletes.

The Attentiona'l Sty'le of Soccer Ath'letes

Attention was originally considered by psychologists as a

predlctable type of psychologica'l behaviour that an-individual wou'ld

exhibit across many situations. Various dimensions of attention were

recognised and measured by simple laboratory.tests. Attempts were'then

made to relate these measures to behaviour in a range of environments,

includ'ing sport. A person's particu'lar attentional traits, as measured

by conceptually rather broad tests, were combined to bestow the

individua'l with a cognitive or perceptual sty1e. Recently a more

appropriate term has been uti'lised, name'ly attentional sty'le. The

contemporary approach to the eva'luation of psycho'logica'l variables

involves the presentation of situations to gain responses regarding

the individua'l 's psycho'logical behaviour in particu'lar settings.

Nldeffer (tsz0u1 has been the only researcher to investigate

attentional behaviour using this new methodology. Based upon.six

attentional constructs, a broad external focus (BET), an over'loaded

,- oi
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externa'l focus (OET), u Uroaa internal focus (BIT), an'overloaded internal

focus (0IT), a narrow effective.focus (NAR), and an underinclusive focus

(nro), Nideffer ('1976b) assembled 52 'life situations to form the

attentiona'l part of the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal -Sty1e. He

uses the term attentiona'l style in reference to the combined attentibna'l

behaviour that an individual or group will tend to exhibit. Nideffer

also suggests that an attentional style derived from the life situations

of the TAIS scales wi'l'l tend to be exhibited in specific environments

such as sport, thus adopting a quasi-trait approach.

The resu'lts of this study from the TAIS sug$est that the attentional

styles for high and low ability, and successfu'l and less successful

soccer athletes are significantly different. This supports Nideffer's

claim that attentiona'l styles in 'life, situations are a]so found in

specific environments. Analysis of wh'ich TAIS sca'les contributed to'the

differences between each ability and success groups revealed that the

broad externa'l focus (BET) contributed much of the variance in both

cases. The only major difference between the two ability and success

groups was that high ability and successful subjects reported a greater

'capacity to broadly focus attention externally. An-examination of the

attentional demands of soccer makes this fairly easy to comprehend. In

a continuously moving team sport, *jth cues arising a1l around the

participant, it wou'ld seem a necessity to be'almost spontaneously ahard

of thls information. Those who do not have a tendency to be receptive

to concurrent cues in a rapid'ly changing environment are likely to
.mlss information essentia'l for reacting as quickly as possibie.

. AN0VA's for a'bil ity and success 'levels with the TAIS revea'led
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significant differences between the BET scores for the upper and

lower leve'ls, and also for the BIT sca'le. In other words, the high

abi'llty and succes'sfu'l subjects also reported a greater capacity to

deve'lop and maintain a broad internal focus. The ability to synthesize

experlence and environmenta'l cues in order to plan ahead would seem

imperative for success and ability in soccer as these results suggest.

This follows from cratty's ('1973) suggestion that it is frequently

necessary for an athlete to work out a'|1 possibilities for viable

game strategles (divergent thinking) before deciding upon the best

alternatlve (convergent thinking). The abi'lity to analyse team

interactions or opponents' ski'l'ls and weaknesses would a'lso seem

re'levant to soccer performance. Therefore, it would appear congruent

that the abi'lity and success of a soccer athlete wou'ld rest particulariy

upon an effective broad focus, and a'lso on a broad internal focus of

attention to some extent.

Nldeffer (tSZOUl suggested that assessment devices be as situation

specific as possib'le if a psychological variable and behaviour are to be

examlned in a part'lcu]ar setting. we may therefore expect a more

complete picture of the attentiona'l styie of soccer athletes from the

soccer specific situations of the TSAS. Having found that the who'le

TAIS differentiated the attentional styles of high and low ability, and

successfu'l and less successful soccer athletes, it is not surprising to

find that the whole TSAS revealed corresponding differences. Indeed,

there were significant differences between high and 'low ability, and

successful and 'less successfu'l groups, on each,of the six attentiona'l

scales. In other words, there was a substantia'l difference between
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the attentional style of high abi'lity and successful athletes and low

abi 1 I ty and 'l ess successful ath'l etes . The upper abi I i ty and success

groups had a more effective focus of attention (with high scores on

the BET, BIT, and NAR scales'), and a 'less ineffective focus (w.ith lower

scores on the oET, oIT, and RED scales). The demand for an effective
broad external and interna'l focus in soccer has been discussed. The

third effective type of focus also seems important. The ability to
focus on few thoughts or lelective cues in the environment is
'frequently demanded in soccer. It seems that an individua'l who is

ab'le to do this, at a compelling moment, is at an advantage. with

hlgher scores on the BET, BIT, and NAR sca'les than the]ow ability
and les's successful subject, the upper abi'lity and success groups may

be referred to as possessing a superior "f'rip-flop', mechanism. In other

words, while they are more capable of developing a broad external focus,

they are also more able to deve'lop a broad internal focus and a narrow

interna'l and external focus of attention.' The abi'lity to switch from

a broad to a narrow focus'and from an external to an interna'l focus

wou'ld seem highly desirab'le in a fast moving sport like soccer. These

resu'lts suggest that the high abi'lity and successful groups were more

capab'le of this than the'low ability and'less successful groups.

It may seem reasonab'le to suggest that performance in soccer

would deteriorate if ath'letes are unable to process the Iarge vo'lume

of information avai'lable to th6m in a fast moving game. The higher

scores on the OET sca'le wou'ld seem to indicate that the low ability and

less successfu'l subjects attempt to-process too much information and

become overloaded by external cues. In other words, if the low ability
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and less successful ath'letes tried'to process an increased volume of
environmenta'l cues on par with the high ability and successfu'l athletes,
they may quite likely become unab'le to contend with a'll the information
present. Similar'ly, performance may deteriorate if an ath'lete attempts

to thlnk about too many things at the same time. While it appears that

the low abllity and.less successful ath'lete tends to focus on fewer-

thoughts and fee'lings at one time than the high ability and successful

athlete, an attempt to increase this capac.ity would probably lead to

confusion. The athlete would be unable to contend with an increased

number of thoughts and feelings and would tend to overload and be

incapable of making decisions effective'ly.

Whi'le soccer frequently requires the ability to maintain a broad

external and internal focus, there are also times when a narrow external

or internal focus is appropriate. The results of this study, from the

TSAS' show that high abililv and successfu'l gyloups seem more capab'le of

narrotil'ing their focus of attention to either se'lective environmental

cues or single thoughts, without being distracted by other thoughts,

feelings, or irre'levant cues. In contrast, the low ability and'less

successful groups reported a tendency to narrow their focus at

inappropriate moments or to such an extent that it becomes inappropriate,

in comparlson to the high ability and successful groups.

Nideffer (1976a) suggested that anxiety is commonly associated with
'an underlncluslve focus of attention. Uncontrol'led anxiety and arousal

has the effect of narrowing the attentional focus to the extent that it
may be lneffective in some situations. The fact that the low ability
and less successfu'l groups had a greater tendency to be underinclusive
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may suggest that these individuals perceive certain situations in soccer

as more stressful than the high abi'lity and more successful ath'letes, or

that they are unab'le to contro'l their anxiety. However, no significant

differences were found between the two'leve'ls of ability and success

with the RED attentiona:l scale of the TAIS. This suggests that if
anxiety is a key factor in the score on this scale then the athletes

were able to re1ate to the stressfu'l sobcer situations, but not to the

more general stressful life situations presented in the TAIS. The

inablllty to control anxiety, on the part of the]ow ability and less

successful groups, fidy a'lso be advanced tb explain why these subjects

recorded lower BET and BIT scores. Since their scores on these two

scales on the TAIS were a'lso significantly'lower it may be speculated

that the low ability and'less successfu'l groups have a higher level of
'trait anxiety, across the broad range of life situations and the soccer

environment. We are, however, unable to identify how much ctimpetitive

trait anxiety in the soccer situations contributed to the difference'in

attentiond'l styles between the two abi'lity and success groups, other than

noting its possib]e inf]udnce on the underinclusive focus of attention

in the soccer situations.

Analysis of which scales contributed to the difference between high

and low ability groups for the who'le TSAS revealed that 95.55% of the

varlance was attributab'le to the three effective,.scales (BET, BIT, and

NAR). In contrast, an analysis of which variab]es contributed to the

difference between successful and less successful groups for the whole

TSAS revealed that 51.99% of the variance was attributable to the three

ineffective scales. In other words, ability groups differed largely
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due to the high ability group's superior effective attentional behaviour,

whlle the success groups differed due to this and also the more

ineffectlve attentional behaviour of the less successful group. t^lith

conslderable specu'lation it may be suggested that both high and 1ow

ability ath'letes tend to make errors due to ineffective or inappropriate

attentional focus but that the high ^abi'l i ty athl etes .are particu'lariy

distinguished by their superior ability to deve'lop and maintain a broad

externa'l and interna'l focus and a'lso a narrow external or internal focus
'of attention. The successful in contrast to the less successful soccer

athlete would seem to make fewer errors due to attentional iflefi'ectiveness

and also perform at a higher leve'l due to a more effective attentional

behav i our .

While significant differences were revealed between the high and

low ability groups and between the successfu'l and 'less successfu'l groups,

wlth both TSAS and TAIS, theTe was no significant difference in the

attentional behaviour of eipbrienced and re'latively inexperienced soccer

athletes. since we wou'l'd-anticipate abil ity to be closely re1ated to

the amount of playing experience this may seem somewhat surprising.

Experienced ath'letes shou'ld tend to be of high ability whi'le those

who have participated for only a few years may tend to be of]ower.

abllity. However since this does not appear to be the case from the

resu'lts of this study, ar alternative explanation may be appropriate.

It would appear that the'attentiona'l abi'lities of the soccer athlete do

not lmprove mdrely with experience. Therefore, one may possib]y infer

that these are innate psychological qualities to some extent, which an

indlvidua'l will tend to exhibit throughout an athletic career, changing
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,r,rre.with experience. whi'le attentiona'l abilities may be innate, in
that th.ey would appear to change'little with experience, there may wel'l

be some room,for improvement in the contro'l of attentional focusing.

:Coaches and athletes in sports such as soccer recognise the need for
practice and experience to improve performance. However much of this is
dlrected towards ball ski'l'ls and predetermined tactics with'litt]e
conceihh for .psycholbgical capacities such as attentional behaviour.

Th'e belief that the"latter qualities develop naturally with experience

may now be questioned. The finding that the attentional constructs of

the TAIS and TSAS, devised by Nideffer (tSZOU1, differentiated hi.gh and

t ow abf I i ty, and al so successfu'l and 'l ess successfu'l soccer athl etes ,

would seem to iila support to'the importancd of attentional behaviour in

soccer performance. Nideffer (1979) has a'lso suggested that improved

control of attentiona'l processes has direct resu'lts in the control of

anxlety and arousa'l . This is important since anxiety and arousa'l

f.requently have debilitating effects on sport performance. It may,

therefore, seem'logical that some consideration.be made in training

, and practice sessions for improvement in the contro'l of attentional

abilities such as broadening or narrowing attentional focus in

particular situations

Summany

Adequate test-retest reliability and Cronbach's alpha reliability
(for interna'l consiStency) was revealed for al'l the attentional scales

of the test of soccen attentiona'l style (TSAS) and the Test of Attentiohal

and Interpersonal Style (TAIS), though the NAR scale on the TAIS was 1ow.

The TSAS scales on.both measures of re1iability were higher.than their
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TAIS counterpart sca'les. Test-retest reliability for ability and success

measures on the personal assessment questionnaire was also adequate.

MANOVA with both the TSAS and the TAIS attentional variables

revealed slgnlficant differences between the high and low ability groups:

The flrst hypothesis that there would be a significant.difference

between the scores on the TSAS attentiona'l sca'les for soccer ath'letes

who regard themselves to be of high ability and those of low ability,
was accepted. The second hypothesis that there would be no.significant

dlfference between the ability groups with TAIS Sca'les was rejected.

The results were discussed in the light of previous attempts to relate

attentiona'l behavibur to ability in sport, and the contemporary

assessment of psychologica'l variables. The importance of each scale was

a'l so di scussed f rom the resu'l ts of AN0VA's and di scrimi nant function

analyses for abi'lity levels with the TSAS and the TAIS

MANOVA with both the TSAS and the TAIS attentional variables

revea'led significant differences between the successful'and less

successful groups. The third hypothesis that.there wou'ld be a

significant difference between the scores on the TSAS attentional

sca'les for soccer athletes who regard themse'lves to be successful and

'less successfu'l , was accepted. 
- 

The fourth hypothesis that there would

be no significant difference between the success groups with the TAIS

scales was reJected. The importance of each attentional sca'le was a1so

discussed from the results'of ANOVA's and discriminant function analyses

for success leve'ls with the TSAS and the TAIS.

MAN0VA with both the TSAS and the TAIS attentional variab]es

revealed no significant difference between the experienced and

グ
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inexperienced groups. The fifth hypothesis that there would be a

signiflcant difference between the scores on the TSAS attentional
'scales for soccer athletes who have considerab'le experience and those

who have participated for only a few years, was rejected. The s'ixth

hypbthesis that there would be no significant difference between

experlenced and re'lative]y inexperienced groups with the TAIS scales was

accepted. This was discussed with reference to"the association

between experience and ability in sport.

The flnal section considered the attentional style of soccer

athletes. This included a reference to the evo'luilon of the term

attentional style and how its present meaning relates to the soccer

athlete. The differences in attentiona'l style, derived from the TAIS'

and the TSAS scales, between high and low ability and between successfu'l

and'less successful soccer athletes, were discussed. The fiiiding of no

significant difference between experienced and ineiperienced subjects

was a'lso discussed. In conc'lusion- it was noted that soccer athl etes

may we1'l benefit from some form of training that considers the a6ility
to contro'l attentional proiessesl rather than relying on apparent'ly

inslgnificant, incidental'learning of attentional behaviour
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Chapter 6

SUMMARI, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

Sufumary

It was the intention of this study to construct a test of soccer

attentlonal style (TSAS) and administer it, together with a Test of

Attentiona'l and Interpersbnal Style (TAIS) designed by Nideffer (1976b).

A personal assessment questionnaii^e (PAQ) was also developed to gain
.+

self-report measures of abilitli, success, and experience in soccer.

0nce established, the data gained from the three instruments were employed

to examlne the capabilities of the TSAS and the TAIS to differentiate the

attentional style of soccer athletes on the basis of ability, success,

and experience in soccer.

The subjects involved in the study (n = 104) were varsity and iunior

varslty soccer athletes from eight Central New York State colleges and

universities. To giin measures of reliability for the testing instruments,

23 subjects from Ithaca College were retested 3-5 weeks following the

first administration.

The first 74 statements of ttie TAIS were employed, relating to

attentional b6haviour in a range of life situations, whi'le the TSAS

consisted of 78 randomly listed statements relating specifically to

sltuations encountered in soccer. The TSAS situations were intuitivEly

written and selected with the assistance of several soccer coaches and

players. This was done on the basis of which situations seemed most

tangible to,the soccer athlete either through-diiect or vicarious

experlence while covering the whole spectrum of the game (other than
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.gohlkeeping). Each situation of the TSAS reprdsented one of six

attentional scales recognised and utilised by Nideffer (1976b) in the

construction of the TAIS. These include a broad external focus (BET),

overloaded external focus (0ET), broad internal focus -(BIT), overloaded

internal focus (0IT), narror{ effective focus (NAR), and underinc'lusive

'focus (RED)

Subjects rated items on the TAIS and the TSAS for the frequency of

their occurrence on a S-point continuum ranging from "ndver" to "alwaysr"

using markread computer cards to record their answers. The PAQ was

constructed to gain mehsures of success and ability in soccer, using a

semantic differential technique with a .S-point scale. Subiects wei^e

requlred to respond to.the statement "in soccer I have been," on six

bipolar adjective scales. describing success, and to "nty soccer ability

is," on nine bipolar adjective scales. Space was also provided on the

questionnaire to record the number df years of involvement in competitive

soccer

Adequate test-retest reliability was revealed for the attentional

scales-of the TSAS and the TAIS, although the NAR scale coefficient on

the latter was lower than the other TAIS scales. The reliability

coefficients of all thb sii TAIS scales were lower than their

counterparts on the TSAS. The cbefficient alpha reliabi'lities showed

a simllar difference betw6en the TSAS and the TAIS attentional scales,

and all appeared adequate apart from the low NAR scale of the TAIS. '

Adequate test-retest reliability was reported for the measures of

success and ability from the PAQ.

The subjects were ranked according to their ability, success, and ―
―
―
―
―
Ｉ
Ｊ
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experience scores. Approximately the top and bottom third subjects on

each ranking were labelled as high and low.ability, successful and less

successful, and experienced and Iess experienced, -iespeitively. Six

separate multivariate analyses of variance were performed to test the

hypotheses.

The first hypothesis that there would be a significant difference

between the scores on the TSAS attentional scales for soccer athletes

who regarded themselves to be of high ability and low ability was accepted.

The second hypothesis that there would be no significant difference

between the scores on the TAIS attentional scales for the ability groups

was reiected. The third hypothesis that there would be a signifleant

difference bbtween the scores on the TSAS, attentional scales for soccer

athletes who regarded themselves as successful and less successful was

accepted. The fourth hypothesis that there would be no significant

dlfferehce bebveen the scores on the TAIS attentional scales for the

success groups was rejected. The fifth hypothesis that there would be

a slgnlflcant dlfference between the scores on the TSAS scales for

soccer athletes with considerable experience and those with less

experience was rejected. The sixth hypothesis that there would be no

signlflcant difference between scores on the TAIS attentional scaies

for the experience groups was accepted.

Where significant differences were revealed, analyses of variance

determined which attentional scales were able to discriminate ability

or success groups. All six TSAS scales were able to differentiate

abjlity and success groups, while both the BET and BIT scales were the

only TAIS variables able to differentiate ability and success groups.
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Discriminant function analysis was employed to determine whiih

attehtional variables contributed significantly to the ability and

success'groups difference with the whole TSAS arid the TAIS. The three

TSAS effectlve scales (BET, BIT, and NAR) contributed 95.55% of the

varianCe to the ability groups differencei while the,TAIS BET scale '

contributed,66.53%. The BET Scale was also found to be important in the

'success groups difference. The TSAS BET scale contributed 40.63%, while

the thiee ineffective scales contributed a further"51.99% of the variance.

The TAIS BET scale contributed 96.]3% of the variance to the success

groups difference.

It was conclirded that while the'TSAS and the TAIS attentional

scales are capable of differentiating both high and low ability and

successful and less successful soccer athletes, neither test is able to

differentiate experienced and less experienced soccer"athletes. In

aiaitlon, each of the six attentional scales of the TSAS "is able to

dlfferentlate high and'low ability, and successful and less successful

soccer athletes whi'ld only the BET and BIT scales of the-TAIS are able

to do so. Flnally, the BET scale for both the TSAS and the TAIS

represents the most important type'of attentional behaviour in the

dlfferentlation of both high and low ability soccer athletes, and also

$uccbssful ahd Iess successful parti'cipants

Conclusions

The following conclusions were established fi^om the findings

presented in this study:

l. Both the test of socce*r attentional style (TSAS) and the Test of

Attentional and Interpersonal Style (TAIS) attentional scales are able
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to differentiate soccer athletes of high and low ability, as determined

frpm the personal assessment questionnaire (PAQ).

2. Each'of the six TSAS attentional scales are able to

dlfferentiate soccer athletes of high and low ability, while only the

,broad external (BET) and the broad internal (BIT) sca'les of the TAIS are

able to do so.

3. The BET scale for both the TSAS and the TAIS r"epresents the

most important type of attentional behaviour in the differentiation of

hlgh and low ability soccer athletes.

4. Both the TSAS and the TAIS attentional scales are able to

differentiate sotcer athletes who have been successful and Iess

successful, as determined from the PAQ.

5. Each of the six TSAS attentional scales are able to

-ditfetentiate successful and less successful soccer athletes, while only

the BET and the BIT scales of the TAIS are'able to do so.

6. The BET scale for both 
-the 

TSAS and the TAIS represents ttre

most importhnt type of attentional behaviour in the differentiation

of- successful and less successful ,0..., athletes.

7. The TSAS and the TAIS attentional scales are unable to

differentiate experienced and less experienced soccer athletes.

Recommendations

The fo'llowing recommendations for further study are made after the

completlon of this investigation

l. Tests of attentional style shou'ld be developed for other sport

areas using appropriate"situations to represent the six attentional scales

used in this-study.
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2. The test-of soccer attentional style should be administered in

'conjunttion with tests designed to measure sport anxiety, to ascertain.

how anxlety and arousal affects thl attentional style of soccer athletes.

3. A study should be conducted with the TSAS, but the NAR scale may

be dlvided into a narrow external and a namow internal focus of attention

to examlne the effects of each in diffei^entiating dbility and success

levels.

4. A test of attentional style for other sport areas should be

cohstructed ana administered to athletes, in conjunction with measures of

concentration time for specific situations in the sport.

5. The attentional scales of the Test of Attentional and Interpersonal

StyIe should be administered to athletes in sports that appear to contrast

ln terms of"their att6ntional demands. -

6. A test of attentional style should be administered together with

' iests for vlsual perceptlon and mental rehearsal.
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Appendix A

TEST OF SOCCER ATTENT10NAL STVLE

INSTRUCTIONS

USE NO. 2 PENCIL.  DO NOT WRITE ON THE TEST B00KLET。

Read each item carefully and then answer according to the frequency

with which it describes you or your spOrt behaviour.  For example, item l

ls ::I am in a tioht Situation with the ball and notice another player out

・    of the corner of my eye.  I assume he is on my side and pass,.only to see

that l have given the ball to an opponent。
1:

A = NEVER

B = RARELY

C = SOMETIMES

D 二 FREQUENTLY

E tt ALWAYS

If your answer to the first item.is SOMETIMES, yOu would darken C on

the answer card for item number l.  The same key is used for every item,  .

thus each time you mark an A you are lndicatirig NEVER, etc.

1.  Please be sure to mark yo山 い name in the space provided at the

tOp Of the answer card.

2.  Flll in your schoo10s name in the ,pace f01lowing ::Cour,e::l at

the top of the answer card。

― …

|
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Appendix A (continued)

CARD # 1

I am in a tight situation with the ball and notice another player out
of"the corner of ry eye. I assume he is on rny side and pass, only to
see that I have given the ball to an opponent.

The coach has instructed me to do something I disapprove of. l4y
performance suffers, while I think'about the instructions and my own
feel i ngs .

3. I talk or think to nyself as I plan ry next move. For example,
" . if I phss to him, he can pass back to me there

4. I have just been badly fouled. Now I see the responsible opponent with
the ball and tackle him hard, giving away an unnecessary free kick.

I have just made an important mistake. My teammates assure me that it
was not completely rqy fault, but I continue to think about the error ./
and make more mistakes. /
Faced with orily the goalkeeper to beat I have to decide to chip or I
place tlie ball to the side past him. I fail to decide positively !
enough and shoot weakly at the goalkeeper. /
I'tend to give,the ball away in a comptex situation, or ab somethiing
hurriedly or instinctively, rather than stopping to think. ,/

JI am instinctively'aware of my position on the field, relative to other
plqyers, the field markings and goals.

[akes ana los'J concentration
on the game.

The game has just begun and the opposition is attacking strongly. I
have difficulty in conc€ntrating on all the glafers mbving around me.

----'I have been sitting on the substitutes' bench for most of the game and
have developed strong "feelings against the coach. When finally called

'upon.ln tlfe last. 5 mlnutes I am unable to concentrate on the game.

-I mhke more mistakes in a,crowded pena'lty area than in other areas of
the field where there'are fewer players at'any one time.

I see two uncovered teammites, one requiring a.short pass, the other
needing a longer pass. I give the ball away with neither a long nor
short pass, unable to-decide which to pass to.

I'am surrounded by opponents, but still tend to find a free teammate
to pass to.

15. There are moments.when I ur-nit aware of where my teaimates are during
a gamej I

‘
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5.

6。

7.

8.

10.

12.

13。

14.
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Appe‐ndix A (continued)

16。   Wlille the coach shouts to me dtiring a game my performance dё clines as
l try to llstbn to the instructions..

.    17.  I notiCe a teammate in a gool pOSition and continue・ to try to pass
to him9 ignoring another player in a better position.

18.  l have just been strongly warned by an official.  I Play less competitively
 ヽ  as the thoughts、 Of being sent off the field continually distract me。

19.  I would rather play in a one‐ on‐ one situation than when more players  ・

are involved and l have tO be aware of many more posSibilities:

20.  I an in a defensive wall in front of goalo  When a hゞot at goal comes

II instinctively tense up to protect myself, perhaps leaving a gap in
the wall.

21.  I see two teammates bOth unmarked and unable to make a decision which
to pass to, I paSs to a point placed between the both of them.

:   22。   When l am actually playing,・ I am almost totally‐ unaware of the
spectators.

ζ3」  liri署;‖:e:f ‖iVI:せ iti:1°:i 11: :‖ ::[1羊。Ta[ial:早::prlate adjustments,     
ヽ

24.  In important‐ games excessive pressure to do well causes me to make
mistakes, particularly at the beginning。

25。   The playing area is very muddy or it is very cold and raining hard.
My′ mind is on the hot showers after the game.

26。   l can observe the situation and think ahead.

27.  Ah opponent is abOut to dribble past me.  I remembeF which sidё  he
usually takes the ball and l am able to anticipate his move and
tackle the opponent when he tries to dribble in that direction。 ・

28.  l remember sOcial or personal problems during a game.

29。   My friends are watching and l set out to impress them with a 16ng
_  dri bbl e。

30. _ I am faced with an advancing goalkeeper in a one― on― one situation。
I decided whether to shoot or dribble past the goalkeeper and
concentrate closely on my plan.

31.  During a game my mind seems 'ibl ank:: and many of my actions lack purpose.

32.  I can quickly recognise otheris mistakes and make up for them.
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I get very frustrated when a tea'nmate is performing poorly.

I 'lose possession of the 6al'l'when I could have passed to seVera'l
teammates al I cal 'l i ng for the.'bal I hnd .i n good pos i ti ons . '

My performance deterlorates considerably on a bumpy field.

It is equally easy for me to concentrate agdihst Iess ski'l'led and more
ski l'led opponents.

Whi'le p'laying I am constantly analyzing the game.

When I am performing I "coach'i myself mentally with instructions

I am about to receive a pass. An opposing player, waiting right behind
me, nearly broke my leg in a simi'lar situation, only"l minute ear'lier.
I fail to control the ba'l'l .

When teimmates complain that I should have passed to the"m I reply
hon€st'ly that I never saw or heard them.

I can usually stay'iup" and confident even through one of my poorer
performances.

48.' If my ierformance has begun poorly, I am able to forget about that
, . and concentrate.on the game.
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Appendix A (continued). 
_-33. I g9t lost in thd-game so intense'ly that I am not aware of the coach

or'captain shouting instructions whi'le I play.

.I can anticipate.certain moves and often make interceptions.

I have Just scored or done something exceptional. I sit back on my
performance,,with the feeling that I have'earned my ptace on the team
for the rest of the match and the next game

A teammate has just strongly comp'lained to me after I failed to pass
to_-hlm in a good position. I receive the bal'l again and make an extra
effort_to pass to him but this time.he is tightli covered hnd I give
the bal'l away unnecessarily. ,=\,

36.

４

　

　

５

３

　

　

３

９

　

　

０

３

　

　

４

37. I have been fou'led but the referee waves the play on. I immediately
run aftbr the officiil and contlnue to complai'n,"forgetting the gam6.

38. I make'an important mistake, but quickly remove distracting negative
feel i ngs .

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.
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App-endix A (continued)

49. I am faced with an advancing goalkeeper. in a one-on-one situation. I
declde to chip the ball over the goalkeeper, but he advances too
qulckly and I fail to change my p'lan and chip hope'lessly into the
goal keeper's arms.

50. I would describ^e myself as a constructive player, recognizing o6scure
openlngs and making "intelligent" use of the ball.

51. It is equa'lly easy for me to concentrate when playing either at home
or away.

52. When playing away from home I may be'distracted by the.new sumoundings' parttcu'larly just before the game and ear'ly in the match.

53. I make an important mistake, but am not affected by the error as I
continue to be involved in the game.

54. I am easily beaten in two-on-one situations because I can't take in
al'l the information and tend to rush in without stopping to think.

55. In important games excessive pressure to do well may lead me to do
thlngs hastily without s'lowing down to think.

56. Time is rapidly running out for my team.to tie the game. I begin to' do desperate things, such as shooting from,too far out or trying to
. drlbble through the whole opposing team.

57. I am aware of how moves are developing around me.

58. I am worried about p'laying against a superior team or against a much
better p'layer.

59. I am in the act of shooting when an opponent shouts or waves his arms
in an attempt to put me off. I am distracted by this.

60. I tend to lose concentration just before ha]f-time.

6'l . I seem to be constant'ly aware of wheie the boundarf es of the field
and goals are without always checking first

62. I am constant'ly aware of where the opposition are during a game.

63. When I make a mistake, I have trouble forgetting it dnd concentrating
on my ongoing performance

64. I am about to shoot when I see or hear a teanmate in a slight'ly
poorer scoring position. I am distracted by this.

■■‐  _コ ゴ・
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Appendix A (continued)

CARD # 2

l.ti I am. accused of 'lbal'l watching" by the coach.
,.b2: I pass to players in off-side positions without thinking.

"'3.01 I seg a situation and recal'l a move practiced'previously or suggested^ by the coach, and begin to put it into operation.
; r.

4Y' I'tend to put my head down and run into tight situations with'little
teammate support.

rn{\ |

5." I am supposed to cover-an opponent. I am tempted to follow the ball,
leaving my own man free.

6.10 I am in a one-on-one situation against the goa'lkeeper, but a defendei.
approaching from behind distracti me and I ihoot hirrriedly, badly
mlssing the opportunity to score. ,

7':4'l have the ba'l'l in a three:on-one situation but 'lose it easi]y as I
fall to decide who to pass to and when.

8.12 When I am s'light]y'iniured and continue to play I tend to make a ]ot
of mlstakes and lose concentration on the game.

.4\

9:'' I am able to watch opposing p'layers'.movements and respond appropriately.

10.4q1 put my head down and dribble, unaware of my teanrndtes and opponents
other than those immediately around me

tt.t\{ t lose the ba'l'l after failing to hea'r or see an opponent running up
behlnd me.

tZ.1\R teammate calls for a pass. By the time I have passed he is covered
and an opponent wins the bal I easi'ly.

,r\
13. I have iust missed hn easy chance to score and I am criticized,by my

teammates and coach. I get another'easy chance a minute later birt 
-

cannot concentrate and I miss the opportunity.
.,t rL'14.'I consciously "talk to myself" whi'le I am performing.
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Appendix B

ITEM NUMBERS FOR EACH TSAS ATTENT10NAL SCALE
//

, Attentional
Scal e

Item

Number

ヽ

(BET       14, 15, 32, 33, 46, 50, 57, 61, 629 68, 73, 74, 75.             
｀

OET       19 6, 7, 12, 13, 16, 19, 21, 40, 529 54, 70, 71。

BIT       3, 8, 239 26, 27, 34, 43, 44, 47, 48, 67, 78.

OIT       2. 4, 9, 11, 24, 28, 36, 45, 55, 569 58, 60, 72, 77。

N想  ~3 20,ぢ29ぅ」,詭 ,4f,お,爵 ,|「
 ど「‐仁

539 599 649 69。

RED       5, 109 17, 18, 25, 29, 31, 35, 37, 39, 499 63, 65, 665 76:         
‐



Please niark x in.the space that best represents your personal
assessment of the statements. Example.: If you have always been on winning
soccer teams, mark X in the left hand 

.space; if you have been on as many
winning as losing soccer teams, mark X in the middle space

In- Soccer I have been

Appendix C

PERSONAL ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE-FORM S

Name:

Insti tuti on :

Years Playing Exp6rience:

Il0

Gi-sfr sfrooD Golleee) (oth-erl'

on losing teams

reibgni sed

unsuccessful

rewarded

sad

confident

below average

good

prais6d by coach

inferior

broad -

ridiculed by others

frustati ng

weak

better than most

on winning teams

unnoticed

successful

frustrated

happy

unceirtai n

Ivly Soc'ier AthlEtic Ability is

above average

bad

ridicu'led by coach

superior

I imit'ed'

praised by others

encou ragi ng

strong

worse than most

一　

一

一　

一

一事
二

一　

一
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